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Chapter 1



Introduction ofthe Report.

1.1 Origin of the Report

In the third term of Post Graduate Diploma in Information Technology (PGDIT)
program, a student has to undertake a project as a course of the program. The students are
required to carry an extensive analysis on real life problem in this project. The report on
"Review and Comparative study of Network Monitoring Tools in Linux" is a collaborate
representation of the project.

1.2 Objectives

The main objective of this report is to know about the network monitoring software and
among them find some necessary tools. The other objectives are:

~ Install the selective tools.
~ Observe the difficulties during installation procedure, whether there are some
bugs or not.

1.3 Methodology

The report is based on both primary and secondary data. For data collection following
methods are as followed:

~ Searching different web sites and collect data. For this I search
www.freshmeat.net, www.linuxlinks.com, and www.1!oogle.colll. When I select the tools
I prefer the latest version and in this case I took those which are more than 1.0. But I took
some tools which are below 1.0, in that case I prefer which has GUI interface and high
performance.

~ Install the selected network monitoring tools and observe the process.
~ Identity the difficulties during installation.
~ Study the performance of the monitoring tools.

1.4 Limitations

The time was not sufficient for me to prepare the report and this is the main limitation to
fulfill my requirements

1.5 Selective Tools

The network monitoring software's which I work on are

~ Big Brother

http://www.freshmeat.net,
http://www.linuxlinks.com,
http://www.1!oogle.colll.


'& Big Brother
'& KSniffer
'& nPULSE
'& Scotty
'& RRDBrowse
'& mon
'& ntop
'& NOCOL
'& iZest
'& Visual Pulse

1.6 Report Preview

The report consists of four chapters, which have been organized in the following manner.

Chapter-I: Introduction of the report: This part will give an overview of the total report
which includes origin, objectives, methodology, limitation and the name of tools of the
report.

Chapter -2: Introduction to Linux and Network Monitoring Tools: This part describes
fundamental of Linux and network monitoring tools.

Chapter -3: Analysis and Performance Review: Here it will divide into three parts. First
part describes the functions of each of the tool elaborately, second part consists of
comparative table and third part will review their performance.

Chapter-4: Conclusion and Recommendation: At last some conclusion and
recommendations will be presented based on the findings of the study.
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Introduction to Linux and Network monitoring tools

2.1History of Linux

Linux was developed as a freely distributable version of Unix. Unix is the most widely
used operating system in the world and has long been the standard for high-performance
workstations and larger servers. UNIX, first developed in 1965, has a strong
pro!,'fammer-oriented user group that supports the operating system. Because UNIX is a
commercial product, though, it must be purchased for each platform it will run on.
Licensing fees UNIX version for PC machines range from a few hundred to several
thousand dollars. In an attempt to make UNIX widely available for no cost to those who
want to experiment with it, a number of public domain UNIX systems have been
developed over the years.

One of the early UNIX workalikes was Minix, written by Andy Tanenbaum. Although
not full-featured, Minix provided a small operating system that could be used on PC
machines. To expand on Minix, a number of users started developing an enhanced and
more fully featured operating system that would take advantage of the 80386 CPU's
architecture. One of the primary developers of this system, which became known as
Linux, was Linux Torvalds of the University of Helsinki who released an early version of
Linux in 1991. A first commercial "almost bug-free" release was unleashed to the
programming community in March 1992.

Soon, many programmers were working on Linux, and as the challenge and excitement
of producing a !,'fowing UNIX workalike caught on, Linux grew at a remarkable rate. It
continues to grow as programmers adapt features and pro!,'fams that were originally
written as commercial UNIX products to Linux. New versions of Linux or its utilities are
appearing at an outstanding rate. It is not unusual to see a new release every week, even.
As the number of developers working on Linux grew, the entire UNIX workalike
operating system was eventually completed, if not perfected, and now includes all the
tools will find in a commercial UNIX product.

To avoid any charges for Linux whatsoever, the Linux developers do not use any code
from other UNIX systems. There are no licensing fees involved with the Linux operating
system and part of its mandate is to be made freely available. Some companies have
undertaken the task of assembling and testing versions of Linux, which they package on a
CD-ROM for a minimal price.

2.2 Linux as an operating system
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Linux is a freely distributed multitasking multi-user operating system that behaves like
UNIX. Linux was designed specifically for the PC (Intel CPU) platform and takes
advantage of its architecture to give you performance similar to high-end UNIX
workstations. A number of ports of Linux to other hardware platforms have also
appeared, and they work much like the PC version.

2.3 Minimum System Requirements

The hardware support built into the Linux operating system is fairly typical for a PC.
There are few esoteric devices that have drivers, unless a programmer took the time to
write one and then released it to the Linux community. There is also a scarcity of third-
party vendors offering hardware accessories (such as multiport boards) for Linux,
although this is slowly changing as Linux use becomes widespread.

The minimum system requirements for Linux are an 80386SX or better, 2MB RAM or
more, floppy disk drive, a hard drive with 40MB or more, and a video card and monitor.
Having said that, most users' systems are better equipped. To get realistic performance
from a non GUI (Graphical User Interface character based) Linux installation, it need an
80386 with 8MB RAM. To run X or Motif, a fast 80486 or Pentium with 16MB RAM is
plenty.

A typical PC installation starts with the motherboard, which should be an Intel 80386 or
later (or one of the Intel workalikes such as AMO). Remarkably, Linux will run even a
slow 80386SX, although "slow" is the operative word whenever you try to do anything
on these old systems.

For application development work, though, an 804860X or later is recommended
because of the high CPU usage of the compiler and linker. The same is true of X users,
since X is a notorious CPU hog. You can compile applications on an 80386, just as you
can run X on one, but the performance can sometimes deteriorate to the point of
annoyance.

Linux can make use of a floating point unit ifthere is one (they are built into the OX and
Pentium series chips). If an FPU is not installed, Linux will provide a memory-based
emulator that has reasonable performance. Either Intel or workalike add-on FPUs are
supported, although some problems have been reported with third-party floating point
units, such as the Weitek chip.

Linux supports ISA (Industry Standard Architecture), EISA (Extended Industry Standard
Architecture), and PCI (Peripheral Component Interconnect) motherboards, but not MCA
peripheral (IBM's Micro Channel Architecture). VESA Local Bus Motherboards, which
allow peripheral cards direct access to the motherboard components, are also supported if
there are earlier units lying around.
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RAM requirements vary depending on the size of the Linux system. A minimum Linux
system executes quite well in 2MB, although there is a great deal of swapping involved.
4MB of RAM should be considered an effective minimum, with more memory resulting
in faster performance. For development work and X users, 8MB is a good working
minimum (although X functions with 4MB with a lot of swapping). Reasonable
performance requires 16MB to avoid swapping.

Linux systems that will have more than one user should increase the amount of RAM.
Each user's load dictates the amount of RAM required. For example, 8MB easily
supports two users, 16MB RAM is a good choice, although they cannot run X. for X
users, a good rule of thumb is 4MB per user minimum, unless the Linux machine can
offload the X processing to the user's machine in a client-server layout.

Linux uses the entire available RAM in machine. It does not impose any architectural
limitations on memory as DOS and some other operating systems do. Any available
memory is completely used.

2.3.1 Mouse

Linux does not use the mouse for character-based sessions, but it is necessary for X.
Linux handles practically every type of mouse trackball that has DOS or Windows
drivers. This includes the Microsoft, Logitech, Mouse Systems, and other vendors as well
as compatibles. The bus and serial port mouse are both supported.

2.3.2 Tape Drives

Any SCSI tape drive that has a controller recognized by Linux is usable. There are other
tape drives that use a proprietary interface which requires a dedicated hardware card. In
most cases, if the IRQ, DMA, and memory address can be configured into Linux, the tape
drive will be accessible.

2.3.3 CD-ROM

Linux can not read all formats of CD-ROMs. At present, it handles only ISO-9660
format file systems. Although ISO-9660 is widely used, not all CD-ROMs are written
using it so a DOS or Macintosh CD-ROM cannot be mounted properly.

2.3.4 Removable media

Removable media support in Linux depends on the type of interface used by the media.
Most SCSI based systems (such as Iomega's Jaz and SCSI ZIP drives, as well as SyQuest
SCSI cartidges) can be used, although the changing of media while a file system is loaded
is seldom properly supported.

Some removable media requires special drivers, especially those which do not use SCSI
but rely on a dedicated hardware card. There is very limited support in Linux for these
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devices; what is there is mostly provided by programmers who have written a driver for
their own use and then made it public domain.

2.3.5 Printers
Practically all parallel and serial port printers are widely supported as non intelligent
devices. Some drivers are available for specific popular printers, such as the Hewlett-
Packard LaserJets and DeskJets. If there is no driver exists, it will behave as an ASCIl-
only device.

2.3.6 Modems

Linux supports most serial asynchronous modems, as well as some synchronous devices.
Support for ISDN modems is also available as well. As a general rule if DOS and
Windows can use the modem, so can Linux.

Linux supports all baud rates, including the newer compression schemes such as 56K
systems with some driver installation. More than one modem is supported on the system.
Indeed, if there are serial ports it can hang as many modems off in a Linux system.

2.3.7 Terminals

Linux supports character-based terminals connected through a serial port or a multiport
card. X terminals are supported although not all X terminals typically need a high-speed
connection to properly display graphics (either through a serial port or from a network
port). A PC running X client software can function as an X terminal, as well.

2.3.8 Multiport Cards

Some UNIX based multiport cards will work with Linux because drivers have been
released either by the vendors or users. Before purchasing a multi port card, though, check
the availability of drivers. Some multi port cards offer expansion parallel ports as well as
serial ports, and these will also need drivers.

Some multiport cards can be connected through a SCSI controller card instead of built as
a dedicated card that plugs into an expansion slot. Even SCSI based expansion cards will
need a driver for Linux to use them properly. Network-based multi port cards, including
remote access servers, often work without special drivers because each port on the card
behaves like a network device.

2.3.9 Network Cards

Since Linux is a UNIX system, its primary network protocol is TCP/IP. Other protocols
can be used with Linux, but because TCP/IP is included with each Linux software
package and is the default network protocol, it is the most widely used. TCP/IP's role as
the protocol of the Internet also makes it popular. TCP/IP is usually used over Ethernet
networks, so most networking systems in Linux are desi~,'l1edaround Ethernet.
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Many Ethernet network interface cards (NICs, also called network adapters) are
available. The most popular Ethernet cards from 3Com, Novell, Western Digital,
Hewlett-Packard, and Intel all work cleanly with Linux. Many compatible Ethernet NICs
from other vendors also function properly.
2.3.10 Copyrights

Just because Linux is distributed free, it doesn't mean the software is not copyrighted.
Linux is copyrighted under the GNU General Public License (GPL) which is known in
the programming community as a "copyleft" instead of "copyright" because it allows to
redistribute the Linux Software to anyone who wants it, along with the complete source
code. However the original owner of the components retains the copyrights to the
software.

There is no warranty of any kind of Linux. Even if someone buy the Linux software from
someone and pay them for maintenance, he/she can not deal with the Linux programmers
themselves. They make no statement of functionality at all.

According to the GNU GPL, one can even sell Linux, if someone is willing to pay for it.
One can modity any of the code and repackage it as he/she wants. However he/she do not
own the software and cannot claim copyright, even if the source code is modified. One
condition imposed by the GNU GPL is that one must provide all source code with the
system if he/she sell it for profit, so others can further modify and sell it, too.

There are no royalties of shareware fees paid to the authors and developers of Linux. For
the most part, they provide the software to end users simply for the true love of
prob'Tamming and share their code with other programmers who appreciate it.

2.4 Linux Kernel

Linux is a complete multitasking, multi-user operating system that behaves like the
UNIX operating system in terrns of kernel behavior and peripheral support. Linux has all
the features of UNIX, plus several recent extensions that add new versatility to Linux. All
source code for Linux and its utilities is freely available.

The Linux kernel was originally developed for the Intel 80386 CPU's protected mode.
The 80386 was originally designed with multitasking in mind (despite the fact that most
of the Intel CPU's are used with single-tasking DOS), and Linux makes good use of the
advanced features built into the CPU's instruction set. Memory management is especially
strong with the 80386 (compared to earlier CPUs). A floating point emulation routine
allows Linux to function on machines that do not have math coprocessors.

Linux allows shared executables, so that if more than one copy of a particular application
is loaded (either by one user running several identical tasks or several users running the
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same tasks), all the tasks can share the same memory. This process, called copy-on-write
pages, makes for much more efficient use of RAM.

The Linux kernel also supports demand paging, which means that only the sections of a
program that are necessary are read into RAM. To further optimize memory usage, Linux
uses a unified memory pool. This enables all free memory on the system to be used as
disk cache; effectively speeding access to frequently usage increases, the amount of
cache is automatically adjusted.

To support large memory requirements when only small amounts of physical RAM are
available, Linux supports swap space. Swap space (which is somewhat of a misnomer)
allows pages of memory to be written to a reserved area of a disk and treated as an
extension of physical memory. By moving pages back and forth between the swap space
and RAM, Linux can effectively behave as if it had much more physical RAM than it
does, albeit at the cost of some speed due to the hard drive's slower access.

Linux has dynamically shared libraries extensively. Dynamically shared libraries use a
common library section for many applications, effectively reducing the size of each
application. Linux does allow full library linking (called statically linked libraries) for
portability to machines that may not have the dynamic libraries.

To make Linux widely acceptable, it supports a number of different file systems,
including those compatible with DOS and OS/2.Linux's own file system, called ext2fs, is
designed for optimal use of the disk.

Linux is ideally suited for application development and experimentation with new
languages. As part of the distribution software there are several different compilers,
including C, C++, Fortran, Pascal, LISP, Ada, BASIC, and Smalltalk. Many of the Linux
compilers, tools, debuggers, and editors are from the Free Software Foundation's GNU
project.

2.5 Network Monitoring Tools

In today's world, where all the computing revolves around the concept of networking, the
work for system administrators has become more and more overwhelming. It is the
mission of maintaining the availability of resources such as routers, hubs, servers and
every critical device in the network.

There are many reasons managers would like to monitor network devices: bandwidth
utilization, operational state of links, bottlenecks, problems with the cabling or routing
information distributed between its devices, etc. Monitoring network activity is also a
good starting point for discovering security problems and misbehaviors.

In many cases, the network of an organization includes expensive links to remote
networks (WAN) or the Internet, whose costs may be based on traffic volume. It's very
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important to maintain statIstics of traffic going through these links. This is a very
common task in Europe, where X.25 links are still very common. These links are charged
on the basis of packets transmitted and received.

Other types of links, like Point to Point or Frame Relay, are usually charged on a flat rate.
In these, the telco ensures a bandwidth that is important to monitor. To keep the security
nowaday's different types of tools are used for different purpose. These tools are
designed to integrate protocols like SNMP, TCP/lP, ICMP etc.

2.5.1 SNMP's

It is a protocol named Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP). Designed in the
'80s, SNMP's initial aim was to integrate the management of different types of networks
with a simple design that caused very little stress on the network.

SNMP operates at the application level using TCP/IP transport-level protocols so it can
ignore the underlying network hardware. This means the management software uses IP,
and so can control devices on any connected network: not just those attached to its
physical network. This also has disadvantages: if the IP routing is not working correctly
between two devices, it's impossible to reach the target to monitor or reconfigure it.

There are two main elements in the SNMP architecture: the agent and the manager. It's a
client-server architecture, where the agent is the server and the manager is the client.

The agent is a program running in each of the monitored or managed nodes of the
network. It provides an interface to all the items of their configuration. These items are
stored in a data structure called a management information base (MIB), which we explain
later. It's the server side, as long as it maintains the information being managed and waits
for commands from the client.

The manager is the software that runs in the monitoring station of the network, and its
role is contacting the different agents running in the network to poll for values of its
internal data. It's the client side of the communication.

There is a special command in the SNMP command set called trap that permits an agent
to send unsolicited data to the manager, to inform it of events, such as errors, shutdowns,
etc.

In essence, SNMP is a very simple protocol as long as all the operations it performs deal
with the fetch-and-store paradigm, and this allows for a small commands set. A manager
can perform only two different operations on an agent: request or set the value of a
variable in the MIB of the agent. These two operations are known as get-request and set-
request. There's a command to respond to a get-request called get-response, which is used
only by the agent.
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The extensibility of the protocol is directly related to the capability of the MIB to store
new items. If a manufacturer wants to add some new commands to a device such as a
router, he must add the appropriate variables to its database (MIB).

Almost all manufacturers implement versions of SNMP agents in their devices: routers,
hubs, operating systems, and so on. Linux is not an exception to this, and publicly
available SNMP agents for Linux can be found on the Internet.

2.5.1.1 Dealing with Security

SNMP provides very little support for authentication schemes. It supports only a two-
password scheme. The public allows managers to request the values of variables, and the
private allows these values to be set. These passwords in SNMP are called communities.
Every device connected to an SNMP-managed network must have these two
communities configured.

It is very common to have the public community set to "public" and the private
community to "private", but it's very important to change these values to reflect the
security policy of your organization.

2.5.1.2 MIB

SNMP defines a separate standard for the data managed by the protocol. This standard
defines the data maintained by a device in the network and what operations are allowed
on it. The data is structured in a tree form, and there is a unique path to reach each
variable. This structured tree is called the Management Information Base (MIB) and is
documented in several Rocs.

The current version of the TCPIIP MIB is MIB-ll and is defined in RFC-1213. It divides
the information a TCP/IP device should maintain into eight categories (shown in Table
1), and each variable included in this information must fall in one of them.

The MIB definition of a particular item also specifies the data type it can contain.
Usually, items of an MIB can store single integers, but they can also contain strings or
more complex structures, like tables. Items in an MIB are called objects. Objects are the
leaf nodes of the MIB tree, but an object can have more than one instance: for example, a
table objects. To refer to the value contained in an object, you must add the number of the
instance. When only one instance exists for an object, this is the 0 instance.

There is another standard by which to define and identifY MIB variables, called Structure
of Management Information (SMI). SMI specifies MIB variables must be declared in an
ISO
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Information
,The host or router op.!;rating sy'stem information

interfa.ces Network interfaces information
• , ...• " •• 'Wi ',. ,"'.' ",' ,:'",nc',.,. ",." :,='"";
addi-translation 'Address trimslatioil information- IPprotocol information

, ICMF. p'rotocol information
;rcp protocol information

';;O"''''--'.''~r:r':'u:1'rn::u'':'',': __ ". ':'r )'~""
. UDPp'rotQcol i1!formatioil ' .

Exterior Gateway p'rotocol information

Ip' '.'
IcmJ1
tcp

',,~: "I

udJ1
egp

Table 1.TCPIIP Information

formal language called ASN, I that makes the form and contents of these variables
unambiguous,

The ISO name space is within a global name space with other trees for other standards
organizations, Within the ISO name space there is a specific tree for the MIB
information. Within that MIB part of the tree are areas for objects from all protocols and
applications so their information can be represented unambiguously,

Figure I shows the TCP/IP MlB name space is located just down the mgrnt name space
of the lAB. The hierarchy also specifies a number for each of the levels,
It's important to notice that most of the software needs the leading dot (root) to locate the
object in the MIB. If you don't include the leading dot, it assumes a relative path from
,iso,org, dod, internet mgrnt mib-2,

TCPIIP Organizational Tree

I
joint-iso-ccitt(3 )itu(2)

I
-~-----------------------_.-_---------------------

I
iso(l)

I

I
ccitt(O)

I
org(3)

I
dod(6)

I
internet(l)

I
mgrnt(2)
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I
niib-2(1)

I .
---_.-------------------------------------------------.---------

" Isystem
(I)

I I I I I II
interfaces addr-translation ip icmp tcp
(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Figure 1. TCPIIP Organizational Tree

udp egp

2.5.1.3 The Future of SNMP

A new specification called SNMPv2 is being actively developed. It addresses the lack of
security of the actual protocol with mechanisms that focus on privacy, authentication and
access control. It also allows more complex specification of variables and has some
additional commands. The problem with SNMPv2 is it still is not a commonly accepted
standard, unlike SNMPvI. It is not easy to find SNMPv2 versions of the agents and
software to take advantage of the new commands. Let's see what happens in the near
future...

2.5.1.4 SNMP with Linux

One of the most popular SNMP packages is CMU-SNMP. Originally designed by
Carnegie Mellon University, it has been ported to Linux by Juergen Schoenwaelder and
Erik Schoenfelder. It's fully compliant with the SNMPvl standard and includes some of
the new proposed functionalities ofSNMPv2.

The distribution contains some manager tools that permit, in a command line style, send
requests to devices running SNMP agents. It also contains an SNMP agent program,
designed to run under Linux, that provides managers running on the network (or the same
system) information about the status of the interfaces, routing table, uptime, contact
information, etc.

One very valuable add-on that comes with CMU-SNMP is a SNMP C-API, which lets
programmers build more complex management tools based on the networking
capabilities of the distribution.

The installation on a Linux system is easy, but a little different from the original CMU
distribution. The distribution comes with precompiled binary versions of the manager
tools, the daemon and the API library.

First of all, you must decide whether to get the binary or the source distribution. It's easy
to locate the package on the Internet (check the resources sidebar). The binary
distribution runs cleanly with the 2.0 kernel series and is ELF-based. We will explain
how to install the binary distribution. It's a good practice to get binary distributions only
from trusted sites to avoid viruses, Trojan-horse style attacks and other security problems.
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Put the file cmu-snmp-linux-3.2-bin. tar.gz in the root directory (I) of your Linux system
and decompress it with the command:

gunzip cmu-snmp-linux-3 .2-bin. tar.gz
Then, untar the distribution to its final location with the command:
tar xvf cmu-snmp-linux-3.2-bin.tar
Now you will have all the utilities and libraries properly installed on your system, except
the SNMP agent configuration file letc/snmpd.conf You can create it by running the
script:
Itm pi cmu-snmp-l inux -3.2/etc/i nstall conf
with these options:
Itm pi cmu-snmp-linux -3.21etc/i nstallconf -mini
where password is the public community you want to use. Now you can edit the newly
installed configuration file letc/snmpd.conf [n it, you can change the values for the UDP
port used by the agent, the system Contact, systemLocation and system Name variables
and the interface speed parameters for your network cards and PPP ports.

The most important management tools you get are:

• lusr/bin/snmpget A tool designed to ask for a concrete value in the MlB of an
agent in the network (a router, a hub, etc.)

• lusr/bin/snmpgetnext It allows you to get the next object in an MlB tree without
knowing its name.

• lusrlbin/snmpset A tool to set values in remote agents
• lusr/bin/snmpwalk Tool that requests a complete object or series of objects

without having to specify the exact instance. It's useful for requesting table
objects.

• lusrlbin/snmpnetstat
• lusr/bin/snmptrapd Daemon that listens for traps sent by agents
• lusr/bin/snmptest Interactive tool designed to demonstrate the capacities of the

API.

The agent is located in the lusrlsbin/snmpd directory.

CMU-SNMP also installs an MIS file in lusr/lib/mib.txt. It's a good reference to search
for information we can request from a device.

The agent must be run at startup time, and can be set up with this line in one of your
system boot files (/etclrc.d/rc.local, for example):

lusrlsbin/snmpd -f; echo 'starting snmpd'
Once you have the SNMP agent running for your Linux box, you can test it with one of
the management tools, entering:
lusrlbinlsnmpget -v 1 localhost public interfaces.ifNumber.O
which will return the number of network interfaces configured in the system, and:
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Chapter 3



Part - I



Analysis and Performance Review

3.1 BIG BROTHER

Big Brother is a Web-based Systems and Network monitor written by Sean MacGuire
(sean@bb4.com) and Robert-Andre Croteau (robert0)bb4.com).

Big Brother consists of simple shell scripts which periodically monitor system conditions
and network connectivity. Disk space, CPU, servers, and important processes can be
kept track of. UNIX and NT systems are supported by BB4 Technologies Inc. but also
have clients for Netware, IAS/400 and VMS.

The Big Brother display is a Web page that presents a matrix of machines and monitored
functions, with color codes denoting the current status.

Big Brother can notifY administrators via a pager, e-mail or SMS

3.1.1 License

It is free for non-commercial use. If someone needs a commercial license, he can get one
online from http://bb4.com.

3.1.2 Version

The current version of BB is 1.9b I May 0 I st 2002.

3.1.3 Availability

Big Brother is only available via the web at http://bb4.com. If anyone doesn't have Web
access, drop a note to sean01bb4.col11 and a copy will be mailed to him.

3.1.4 System requirements for running Big Brother

Big Brother for UNIX is written as Bourne Shell scripts (lbin/sh), with a couple of C
programs for client-server communications. You'll need:

* A C compiler to port BB
* A Web server to serve up the results
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For Paging:
* Kermit (http://www.kermit-project.org/) and a modem (for numenc pager
communications)
* Qpage (http://www.qpage.org) or Sendpage for Alpha pagers

BB has been ported to and configuration files are available for most UNIX and Linux-
based systems. Big Brother for NT requires Windows NT 4.0 with at least service pack 3
installed. It is available for the Intel and Alpha platforms.

3.1.5 Installation process

Download the bb-1.9c.tar.gz archive from http.//bb4.com/download.html. Unpack the
archive, read the README.INST ALL and follow the instructions. Basically:

cd install
./bbconfig
cd .Jsrc
make
make install
cd .Jetc/

edit etc/bb-hosts, bbdef.sh, bbwamrules.cfg,
and bbwamsetup.cfg

and start it
cd ..
Jrunbb.sh start

I face some problem when I want to run bb. It gives the message that installation has
completed, though it does not take run command.

3.1.6 Security Consideration

The following suggestions are mostly targeted as BB display and pager hosts. These are
the Big Brother daemons, and as such are higher risk than the simple clients. Security
considerations are collected from the home page ofBB4 Technologies Inc., which are:

* Never install network software without considering the security implications. If you
have a security person, discuss it with them. If not, talk nicely to your Sys Admin. If
you're the Sys Admin, feel free to give a shout on the BB mailing list if you have any
questions.

* Since you're probably running a Web server on the BBDISPLA Y machine you might
consider making sure it's secure. Even Apache has gotten broken into, just from a
misconfigured web server. Beware!

* BB does not need to run as root. It is suggested to creating a user 'bb' and running bb as
that user.
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* BB has the ability to restrict incoming connections to those IP addresses (and networks)
listed in the etc/security file. Use it.

* If you're in an environment with a firewall, it is suggested running two instances of BB,
one on this inside of the firewall, and one on the outside. This keeps things clean, and
doesn't require any unnecessary holes in the firewall.

* The usual warnings about scripts in the cgi-bin directory ... make sure that your web
server isn't running as root, and be careful what can be seen and run by outsiders.

* It is recommended password-protecting the Big Brother web pages

* Don't compile in the "notes" and "disable/enable" features of the BB display/pager
hosts unless you understand the implications. Refer to the documentation for more
information.

* Subscribe to the BB support mailing for support, security updates and other news:

mailto: majordomo@bb4.com
in the text of the message: subscribe bb

There's also a developer's mailing list:
mailto: majordomo@bb4.com
in the text of the message: subscribe bbd

3.1. 7 Purchasing

You can purchase online using your Visa, MasterCard or American Express credit cards,
or send a purchase order along with the order form found under the section "Purchase
Order." If your company does not require Purchase Orders then please use the form under
the "Purchase Order" paragraph and fax it.

Big Brother is a combination of monitoring methods. Unlike SNMP where information is
just collected and devices polled, Big Brother is designed in such a way that each local
system broadcasts its own information to a central location. Simultaneously, Big Brother
also polls all networked systems from a central location. This creates a highly efficient
and redundant method for proactive network monitoring.

3.1.8 GUI Interface

Big Brother has no GUI interface. But have a web page display which is given in the
figure 3.1.8.1
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bkp conn cont cpu dig disk dns fping f!p http imap mrtg msgs !!!!! ~ procs smtp ssh swap teInd trap tw
BB4 Servers

www.bb4.com • • • • - • • • • • - . • - - • - • • - - •
mail.bb4.com - • - - . - - • - - - • - - - - •
mtl.bb4.com - • • • • • • • • • - • • • - • - .-
www.unix.sh - • - - - - - • • • • • . - • - • - - • •
www.root.sh - • • - - - - • • • - • - - • - •
www.login.sh - • - - - - - • •• - • - - • - •
vC.bb4.com
bsd.bb4.com
motu.bb4.com
bbhp.bb4.com
bad.name.bb4.com - • - - - - - •
bbagent.bb4.com - - - • - • - - - - - - • - - •
bbcl ient.bb4 .com - - - • - • - - - - - - • - - •
jackpot.maclawran.ca - • - - - - - • - - - •

Figure - 3.1.8.1 bb4 web page display
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BB4 Servers Restricted conn fping mrtg smtp
www.bb4.com • •
mtl.bb4.com • • •
www.unix.sh • • • •
www.root.sh • • • •
www.login.sh • • • •
vC.bb4.com

Current Weather

montreal.quebec.canada •
Plattsburgh •
seans.house

status
News of the World-------
drudge •
Cal-ISO-Grid •

Pages Hosted Locally

Other Servers •
Empty Page •
Restricted Servers •
Henrik's Universe •
Empty Page #2 •

Remote Status Display

big brother: henrik misc rest• • •
bb4.ip ••

rest2

•

• attention • trouble
• no
report

..J .ftl'
unavailable 0 me
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3.2 nPULSE

nPULSE is a Web-based network monitoring package for Unix-like operating systems. It
can quickly monitor up to thousands of sites/devices at a time on multiple ports. nPULSE
is written in Perl and comes with its own (SSL optional) Web server for extra security.
nPULSE is currently running on networks with over 1,500 devices. (There is also an
unconfirmed report that it's running on multiple Class B networks with over 2000
computers')

Its version is below 1.0, though I select this for its performance. I read the Frequently
Asked Question from their web site which inspires me to decide it. It also has a nice
Graphical user Interface. nPULSE uses NMAP as its network scan engine, it is only
available for Linux and Unix operating systems.

3.2. I License

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of
the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. This program is distributed
in the hope that it will be useful, but without any warranty; without even the implied
warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.

3.2.2 Version

Its latest version is 0.54. Last updated in 14th July 2001.

3.2.3 Availability

The most recent stable and development versions of nPULSE are at
http://freshmeat.nctJprojects/npulse/ or http://wwwhorsburgh.com/hnpulsc.html.

3.2.4 GUllnterface

It has a nice h'l"aphical user interface, which is shown in the figure 3.2
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Fig: 3.2.2.1: Screen shot of nPULSE

3.2.3 Installation Process

Unpack the distribution archive into a directory of choice, preferably one owned by root
and not visible to other users.

CMD: tar -zxfnpulse-0.54.tar.gz
or
CMD: gunzip npulse-0.54.tar.gz
tar -xf npulse-O.54.tar

As root, execute the setup file.

CMD: .Isetup.sh

Then follow the instructions.

That's it. According to my secondary data, nPULSE server has been tested on the
following platfonns:

- Redhat Linux 6.1, 6.2, 7.0 by various
- sm lrix 6.3, 6.4 by author
- FreeBSD 4.0 by David Bishop <david at bishop.dhs.org>
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- FreeBSD 4.3
- Mandrake/Linux 7.2
- Redhat Linux 7
- Debian Linux

by Pedro Almeida <palmeida at teor.fis.uc.pt>
by Brett 1. Goldstein <bjgol at yahoo.com>

by lrmund Thum <ithum at bunt.com>
by Mike Dickinson <mdickinson at bnsmail.net>

nPULSE has been 'view' tested with the following browsers:

- Windows Internet Explorer
- Windows Netscape Navigator
- Macintosh Internet Explorer
- Macintosh Netscape Navigator
- Linux Netscape Navigator
- NetPositive
- Opera 4.0b5
- Galeon 0.8.4
- Solaris 8 Navigator 4.73

3.3 KSniffer

4.72,5.0,5.5
4.5,4.7

5.0
4.5,6.0

4.72,4.75
by David Bishop <david at bishop.dhs.org>
by Irmund Thum <ithum at bunt.com>
by Irmund Thum <ithum at bunt.com>
by Brian Johnson <brian at netcom.duke.edu>

KSniffer is a network statistics collector. It allows a user to watch all network traffic over
any network interfaces connected to the host machine. It supports most TCP/IP protocols,
(TCP, IP, UDP, ICMP, ARP, RARP as well as minimal IPX). Also collects the # of
packets, and # of bytes for each protocol. It also displays the activity in terms of
kbits/sec, kbytes/sec and packets/sec. KSniffer also lets you watch port specific traffic for
monitoring things like http, fip, telnet, etc. traffic

3.3.1 What it currently can do

* Views general interface stats. This view shows all known network interfaces and
collects stats. It shows:

Total # of Packets seen on the particular interface
Total # of IP packets seen
Total # of NonIP packets seen
Total # of Bad packets (CRC errors)
Activity (bytes or bits/sec)

example

Iface
ethO
10

Total
1651
198

IP
1641
198

NonlP BadlP
10 0
o 0

Activity
120.0 kbits/sec
0.0 kbits/sec
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* Shows detailed stats for a particular interface. This option shows protocol specific
statistics such as, IP, TCP, UDP, ICMP, ARP, IPX, etc. It displays the # of packets, # of
total bytes received for each protocol.

example

ethO
total
IP
TCP
UDP
ICMP

Packets
821
817
753
64
o

Bytes
280825
267215
261759
5456
o

Activity
1435.62 kbits/sec
213.24 pkts/sec

Ksniffer needs Qt release 1.40. Also, it uses the KApplication and KConfig classes from
libkde-0.5. Per default,

Unimplemented things in this release:
Logging facilities: logging all packets/stats to log files in the future.

3.3.2 GUI interface

KSniffer has graphical user interface.
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Figure:3.3.2.1 General interface stats

Sniffer currently has 3 sections for collection statistics about the network.
I) General interfaces.
2) Detailed Interface stats and
3) Port Specific Statistics for a particular Interface.

3.3.2.1 General Interface Statistics

The most basic of all KSniffer's statistics collections is the General Interface Statistics
section. It allows you to monitor all network interfaces that are active on the machine. It
counts the number of packets that each interface sees, as well as any bad packets (crc
errors). It also gives a bandwidth usage listing for each interface.

3.3.2.2 Detailed Interface Statistics

This option is available for a more detailed listing of what network traffic is going on
over a specific interface. It allows you to monitor several network protocols and their
specific packet count, and amount of bytes being sent. The supported protocols are: IP,
TCP, UDP, ICMP, ARP, RARP, IPX, and other. All other protocols not listed will still
have data collected for them, but all of their statistics will be clumped into one section
called "NON-
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Figure:3.3.2.2 Detailed Interface Stats

IP". This section also shows total bandwidth usage per second as well as total packets per
second usage and is updated once a second.

3.3.2.3 Port Specific Statistics

This section is the newest feature in KSniffer. It allows the user to monitor port specific
traffic on a particular interface. For example, the user can watch http, telnet, ftp, irc,
quake, half-life, etc. specific traffic. This is a very useful feature for ppl that are worried
about being hacked, since they can monitor most user level apps network traffic this way.
The default for KSniffer is to only watch ports less then 1024. They are the normal
system ports, which can be listed in /etc/services . For some reason Red Hat installs don't
list port 22 (ssh) in /etc/services, so if you want KSniffer to list the name for port 22 then,
just edit your /etc/services and add an entry for port 22.

3.3.2.3.1 The menu entries

File - Options - Set the preferences for KSniffer work-Select which model of Statistics to
collect

Filter - Add or remove specific ports to watch for the Port Statistics collecting
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'--,.;c.:_~ ksniffer D ><--L'
t ..;-
c,: [ile t1etworK [liter !:!elp
; ;

.! ,'] 0 OJ ;~;:\.1'

; Proto/Port Pkts Bytes Activity

ssh 10 420 0,00 kbits/sec
netblos- dg 4 1016 0,00 Kbits/sec
netbios- ns 30 2340 0.00 Kbits/sec
http 1564 1172901 302.00 kbits/sec
np 7 266 0.00 kbits/sec
teinet 21 1083 0.00 kbits/sec
domain 16 2940 0.00 kbits/sec

. Port Statistics

Figure: 3.3.2.3 Port Statistics

Help - Invokes the KDE help system with the KSniffer help pages displayed.

About - Displays essential information about KSniffer.

If you want to list more ports above port 1024, then use the Filter Menu to add any
wanted ports or ranges of ports to watch. This is typical for apps like irc (6667), quake
(27500), half-life (270 IS), icq (4000), etc.

3.3.3 License

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of
the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but without any warranty;
without even the implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.
See the GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this
program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330,
Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA.
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As a special exception to the GNU General Public License, if you distribute this file as
part of a pro!,'ram that contains a configuration script generated by Autoconf, you may
include it under the same distribution terms that you use for the rest of that program.

3.3.4 Installation Process

In order to compile and install KSniffer on your system, type the following in the base
directory of the KSniffer distribution:

% .Iconfigure
% make
% su root
% make install

You must be root in promiscuous mode.

3.3.5 Version

Its latest version is 0.1.5.

3.3.6 What is in the new version

In the last version of KSniffer there were some difficulties, such as

* Some windows don't get redrawn properly if resized.
* no logging support.

But in the latest version it is improved and in newer one-

* You can now add filters for specific ports above 1024 you want to watch for.

* Got the options saving to disk and read-back when application is restarted.

* Fixed a problem in the source distribution that kept people from doing a make if their
qt-devel wasn't in /usr/lib/qtlinclude. (deleted .deps dir).

* Added Documentation pages for the Help Menu

After all of this logging facilities are still unimplemented. Logging all packets/stats to log
files in the future.

3.4 Scotty
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Scotty is the name of a software package which allows implementing site specific
network management software using high-level, string-based APls. The software is based
on the Tool Command Language which simplifies the development of portable network
management scripts. The scotty source distribution includes two major components. The
first one is the Tnm Tcl Extension which provides access to network management
information sources. The second component is the Tkined network editor which provides
a framework for an extensible network management system.

3.4.1 Version

The latest version of Scotty is 2.1.9

3.4.2 License

This software is copyrighted by Juergen Schoenwaelder, the Technical University of
Braunschweig, the University of Twente and other parties. The following terms apply to
all files associated with the software unless explicitly disclaimed in individual files.

The authors hereby h'fant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and license this
software and its documentation for any purpose, provided that existing copyright notices
are retained in all copies and that this notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No
written agreement, license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.
Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors and need not follow
the licensing terms described here, provided that the new terms are clearly indicated on
the first page of each file where they apply. In no event shall the authors or distributors be
liable to any party for direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages
arising out of the use of this software, its documentation, or any derivatives thereof, even
if the authors have been advised of the possibility of such damage.

The authors and distributors specifically disclaim any warranties, including, but not
limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, and
non-infringement. This software is provided on an "as is" basis, and the authors and
distributors have no obligation to provide maintenance, support, updates, enhancements,
or modifications.

3.4.3 GUI Interface

It has no GU! interface.

3.4.4 Functionality

In the source tree of scotty, a Tcl extension to build network management applications
using Tcl (and Tk). The scotty extension provides new Tcl commands to

- send and receive ICMP packets
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- query the Domain Name System (DNS)
- access UDP sockets from Tcl
- probe and use some selected SUN RPCs
- retrieve and serve documents via HTTP
- send and reveice SNMP messages (SNMPvl, SNMPv2USEC, SNMPv2C)
- write special purpose SNMP agents in Tcl
- parse and access SNMP MIB definitions
- schedule jobs that are to be done regularly

and for some OSI-folks there is some optional code to

- parse and access GDMO MIB definitions
- invoke CMIP operations based on the osimis/isode toolkit

This distribution also includes the sources for Tkined. Tkined is a network editor which
allows drawing maps showing your network configuration. The most important feature of
Tkined is its programming interface which allows network management applications to
extend the capabilities ofTkined. Most applications for Tkined are written using
scotty.

3.4.5 Documentation

In the downloaded directory of Scotty, the "doc" subdirectory contains manual pages for
the scotty extension and the optional features. The most important one is the Tnm.n page
which gives an overview over the Tcl commands provided by the Scotty extension. You
should be able to read them after installation with the UNIX "man" command, assuming
your MANP ATH contains the installation directory.

An overview about the scotty extension has been presented at the 3rd Tcl/Tk workshop in
1995. A PostScript copy of this paper IS available at ftp://ftp.ibr.cs.tu-
bs.de/pub/locallpapers/tc Itk-95.ps.gz.

There is also a manual page for Tkined in the "doc" subdirectory. A short description of
the API which is used to write new applications for the Tkined editor is available in the
ined.n page.

3.4.5.1 Compiling and installing Tel

This release contains everything you need to compile and run Scotty and tkined with
Tcl7.6 and Tk4.2 or Tcl8.0p2 and Tk8.0p2. To compile, change to the "unix"
subdirectory and follow the instructions in the README file in that directory for
compiling scotty and/or tkined, installing it, and running the test suite. There is some
experimental code to compile scotty/tkined on 32 bit Windows platforms in the "win"
subdirectory.
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3.4.5.2 Tnm Tel Extension

The Tnm Tcl extension allows to access network management information sources from
within Tel. The Tnm extension supports the following protocols:

1. SNMP (SNMPvl, SNMPv2c, SNMPv2u including access to MIB definitions)
2. ICMP (echo, mask, timestamp and udp/icmp traceroute requests)
3. DNS (a, ptr, hinfo, fiX and soa record lookups)
4. HTTP (server and client side)
5. SUN RPC (portmapper, mount, rstat, etherstat, penfs services)
6. NTP (version 3 mode 6 request)
7. UDP (send and receive UDP datagrams - no channels yet)

Additional commands are provided to simplifY the implementation of network
management applications:

I. The netdb command allows to access local network databases (host names and IP
addresses, service names and number, network names, protocol names, Sun RPC
service names).

2. The syslog command allows sending messages to the local system logging
facility.

3. The job command simplifies the implementation of monitoring or control
procedures that need to be scheduled at regular intervals.
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The Scotty distribution includes a couple of example scripts that show how you can write
scripts to automate your site or network specific management tasks .

.A slightly more complex graphical SNMP MIB browser example allows you to explore
MIB data. This browser is useful as an ad hoc management tool as well as a utility while
developing management applications.

The Tom Tcl extension is used by vendors of SNMP based management software to
implement regression test suites for their products. Tests for management applications are
straight forward to implement since the Tnm extension can run as a dual role entity
allowing you to prototype SNMP agents by writing Tcl scripts.

3.4.5.3 Tkined
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The Tkined network editor provides a framework for an extensible network management
platform. Extensions are usually written in Tel based on the Tnm extension. This allows
to inte&'l'ate site or network specific management tools at very low costs. The Tel API
allows to control every aspect of the editor which makes it possible to even automate
standard user interactions with Tel scripts.

Network maps can be maintained by using the editing features provided by Tkined or
using automated tools. The source distribution contains applications to discover IP
networks, to support the network layout process, to troubleshoot IP networks using
SNMP in combination with other standard tools (e.g. traceroute) and to monitor network
status using SNMP or selected SUN RPCs.

There are also some vendor specific applications that take advantage of the enterprise
specific management capabilities of their products.

3.4.6 Availability

The Scotty package is freely available as a source code release. It compiles on all major
UNIX platforms. You need a C compiler, Tclrrk and the usual utilities (e.g. make, sed) to
compile and install Scotty. Scotty comes with a GNU autoconf configure script to
simplifY the compilation and installation process.

The latest version of the Scotty source code (1.4 MB compressed tar archive) is available
from several FTP servers:

3.4.7 Installation Process

Normally, you just' cd' to the directory containing the package's source code and type
'./configure'. If you're using 'csh' on an old version of System V, you might need to type
'sh configure' instead to prevent 'csh' from trying to execute 'configure' itself.

(a) Make sure you have Tc17.5 and Tk4.1 installed on your system. This release will not
work with earlier versions ofTelrrk.

(b) Type "./configure". This runs a configuration script created by GNU autoconf, which
configures scotty and tkined for your system and creates a Makefile. The configure script
allows you to customize the scotty and tkined configuration for your site; for details on
how you can do this, type "./configure -help"

(c) Type "make". This will create dynamic loadable modules called "tnm.so" and
"tkined.so" and a new Tel interpreter called "scotty". (Note, the loadable modules may
have different extensions on some UNIX systems.)
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(d) Type "make install" to install scotty and tkined binaries, modules and script files in
standard places. You'll need write permission on the installation directories to do this.
The installation directories are determined by the "configure" script and may be specified
with the --prefix and --exec-prefix options to "configure". See the Makefile for
information on what directories were chosen; you can override these choices by
modifYing the "prefix" and "exec-prefix" variables in the Makefile.

(e) Type "make sinstall" to install the utility programs that require root privileges. Please
consult your system administrator on how to do this. Root permissions are needed
because these little programs need to open privileged sockets. The programs that need
special permissions are very short so it is easy to verifY that they do not cause security
problems regarding your security policy.

(I) Scotty and tkined installs as a dynamic loadable module. You have to make sure that
the Tcl interpreter is able to find the modules on your system. There are two ways to
achieve this goal:

1. You can use the Tel environment variable TCLLIBPATH by setting it to the
installation directories of the scotty and the tkined extension. If you use a sh compatible
shell, just type:

TCLLIBPATH="/usr/local/lib/tnm2.1.9 /usr/local/lib/tkined 1.4.9"
export TCLLIBP ATH

Users of a csh compatible shell have to type:

setenv TCLLIBPATH "/usr/local/lib/tnm2.1.9 /usr/localllib/tkined1.4.9"

2. You can edit the
/usr/local/lib/tcI7.5/init.tel and
autoyath variable, e.g.

Tel initialization file init.tel usually found as
append the scotty and tkined directories to the Tel

if [file exists /usr/localllib/tnm2.1.9]
{

lappend auto path /usr/local/lib/tnm2.1.9
}
if [file exists /usr/local/lib/tkined 1.4.9]
{

lappend autoyath /usr/localllib/tkined 1.4.9
}

The first solution is useful for testing and playing with the scotty extension. If you
are going to use scotty regularly and if there are multiple users who will be using scotty,
the second version might be easier to use and administrate.
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(g) At this point you can play with scotty and tkined by invoking the "scotty" or the
"tkined" pro!,'fam and typing Tel commands.

3.4.7.1 Optional Features

This distribution also contains some optional features that not used on every site.

(I) MUL TICAST

This version of the Tnm extension supports SNMP multi casts on operating systems that
support UDP multi casts in the kernel. The configure script will automatically check
whether your system supports multi casts. However, sometimes this test fails or you are
not running your system on a multicast network all the time. It is therefore possible to
disable multicast support by using the --disable-multicast configure option.

(2) BONES

This version can be configured to interact with a network configuration management
database called bones. Starting with the 2.0 release, we implement the bones database on
SQL server. The primary target is the freely available mini SQL (msql) backend written
by David 1. Hughes (Bambi@Bond.edu.au). It is available from Bond.edu.au
[131.244.1.1] in /pub/Minerva/msql. The README in the bones directory contains
further notes on how to setup the database. Note, it is possible to replace the msql
backend by an oraele or sybase backend by using the appropriate Tel SQL interface
instead of msqltcl. To configure scotty to inelude msql support, you should use the .-
enable-msql configure option. The msql header file and the msql library are expected in
the standard location (lusr/local/Minerva). You can specify different paths by using the--
with-msql-include and --with-msql-library options.

(3) CMIP

This version contains a Tel interface to the cmip protocol based on the OSIMIS
implementation. It is based on the last public OSIMIS version 3.0p1 available from
bells.cs. ucl.ac. uk. OSIMIS is based on ISODE and is very big (both source and the
resulting binary). If someone knows about a smarter public cmip implementation, please
let me know. To configure scotty for OSIMIS, you should use the --enable-cmip option.
Note that you will have to edit cmip/Makefile since it will most likely contain paths that
do not match you osimis installation.

(4) GDMO

This version contains a Tel interface to access GDMO definition of OSI managed objects.
An integrated parser can be used to load GDMO files and a Tel command named gdmo
provides access much the same way as the mib command of the SNMP extension. To
configure scotty for GDMO support, you should use the --enable-gdmo option. The
parser is build with flex and bison, but lex and yacc may also work.
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3.5 RRDBrowse

RRDBrowse is a poller daemon, templater and webinterface for rrdtool. It works with
small .nfo files which hold router information and optionally connection details, colors,
min max, bandwidth settings, etc, etc. RRDBrowse uses a caching mechanism to store
interface names.

3.5.1 Version

The latest Version is RDBrowsel.3

3.5.2 License

This software is licenced under the same terms as Perl are.

3.5.3 Installation Process

To install the Perl extension for RRDBrowse type the following:

perl Makefile.PL

Check and fix all prerequisites which you are seeing. You can use the CPAN module to
install missing modules:

perl-MCPAN -e'install Module::Name'

Make sure all your prerequisites are fixed and type:

make
make install

Copy the rrdbrowse.conf to only one of the following locations:

letc/rrdbrowse.conf
lusr/l ocal/etc/rrdbrowse. conf
-/.rrdbrowse.conf
./rrdbrowse.conf

Now, you're ready to create the directory layout. It's preferrable to create the files in
lusr IIocal/ etc/rrd
so you don't have to update the configuration file. Any other path is no problem ofcourse.
The above directory will be referenced to as basepath. You must create the following
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directories under basepath: rrds, nfos, pages and pngs. The basepath/pngs directory
should be writable by the user under which the webserver runs and under the user the
update daemon runs as. The directory structure looks like:

lusr IIocall etc/rrdbrowsel
lusr/local/etc/rrdbrowse/nfosl
lusr IIocall etc/rrdbrowse/pagesl
lusr/local/etc/rrdbrowse/rrdsl
lusr/l ocal/etc/rrdbrowse/pngsl
lusr/local/etc/rrdbrowse/cachel

The rrds and pngs dir mus be writable by the webserver. nfos and pages only have
readonly access during a session.

All daemons and utilities need to have atleast one subdirectory under which the .nfo files
are stored. And example nfos directory structure looks like:

nfos/customers/cust IIcpu.nfo
nfosl customersl cust2/1oad. nfo
nfos/customers/cust2/bandwi dth. nfo
nfosl company Irouter I/bandwidth. nfo
nfosl com panyIrouter IIIoad. nfo
nfos/company/ascends/max ]-users.nfo
nfos/company lascends/max2-users. nfo
etc ..

Now let's test if everything works.

Create a test .nfo file or copy and edit one from the examples directory. Next execute the
rbtest utility to test if all is ok. The rbtest utility tests if it can read and parse he nfo file,
read the snmp data and create a graph.

rbtest path/to/test.nfo

If all looks ok you are ready to put the update daemon in cron every five minutes. Use a
cron entry like:

*15 * * * * root lusr/bin/rbupdate

You should check out the cron mail received because it can contain errors. Probably it are
snmp timeouts which can be ignored. Also if for some reason an interface got deleted
from your router cron mails are easy to track this kind of problems.

Next copy the rb.cgi and rbimage.cgi to your cgi directory. Test it by exuting rb.cgi from
your website. Of if you want a bit more speed you can use a modyerI activated
webserver instead of the plain cgi-scripts. Read on.
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Create an apache virtual host entry with mod-perl enabled. You can pick a documentroot
to store it in one of your existing websites or you can create a virtualhost entry if you're
using a dedicated rrd machine. An example is provided below:

<Virtual Host rrd.chiparus.net>
PerlFreshRestart On
DocumentRoot /usr/localletc/rrdlhtdocs/
<Files *html>
SetHandler perl-script
PerlHandler Apache::Registry
Options +ExecCGI

</Files>
<Nirtualhost>

The DocumentRoot should point to the directory where you put all the docs dir in. Copy
all the files from the docs directory in the documentroot and don't forget to make them
executable. You must have Apache::Request installed before this works.

3.5.4 Performance

RRDBrowse, but especially RRDtool itself are responsible for great performance.
Thousands of NFO files are no problem. Data which is needed more than once during
several updates is cached to disk. However, if you suspect a performance problem
somewhere it might probably be due to the SNMP updates coming from a slow network
or slow server. If you want to have a look at how fast each nfo file updates you may want
to give the -p parameter to rbupdate.

rbupdate -p

This will print the number of seconds for each update. If you plot Apache performance
statistics and have 5 nfo files for each apache host, you can see the result of the cache too.
The first update will take much more time compared to the next updates from the same
host.

3.5.5 Availability

RRDBrowse wouldn't be possible without RRDtool, ofcourse. download RRDtool from:
http://www. rrdtoo I.org/

Download ucd-snmpd at:
http://www.net-snmp. org/

RRDBrowse homepage is located at:
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http://home.support.nll-tommy/rrdbrowse

RRDBrowse was made possible by Support Net B.V. who have an excellent lineup of
equipment where most of this software was tested on initially. Visit Support Net at:
http://www.support.nl/

3.5.6 GUI Interface

RRDtool does not have a aUI or anything presentable like this yet, but you can use
RDtool to create GIF images visualizing the data collected with it. Here are two sample
images. They do not represent any sensible data, they simply show some of the features
of RRDtool. Most of the visual aspects of the graphs are auto configured, but can be
overridden when needed.
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Figure3.5.6.1: Sample Images for RRDtool
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3.6 MOB

Figure3.S.6.1: Sample Images for RRDtool

mon is a tool for monitoring the availability of services. Services may be network-related,
environmental conditions, or nearly anything that can be tested with software. It is
extremely useful for system administrators, but not limited to use by them. It was
designed to be a general-purpose problem alerting system, separating the tasks of testing
services for availability and sending alerts when things fail. To achieve this, "mon" is
implemented as a scheduler who runs the programs which do the testing, and triggering
alert programs when these scripts detect failure. None of the actual service testing or
reporting is actually handled by "mon". These functions are handled by auxiliary
programs.

This model was chosen because it is very extensible, and does not require changing the
code of the scheduler to add new tests or alert types. For example, an alphanwneric
paging alert can be added simply by writing a new alert script, and referencing the alert
script in the configuration file. Monitoring the temperature in a room can be done by
adding a script that gathers data from a thermistor via a serial port. Often these
monitoring scripts can just be wrappers for pre-existing software, such as "ping" or "ftp".
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The "mon" scheduler also can serve network clients, allowing manipulation of run-time
parameters, disabling and enabling of alerts and tests, listing failure and alert history, and
reporting of current states of all monitors.

There are several clients who come with the distribution, found in cgi-binl and clients/ :
-moncmd, which is a command-line client. moncmd supports the full functionality of

the client/server interface.

-monshow, a dual command-line and eGI interface report generator for showing the
operational status of the services monitored by the server. It displays nicely-formatted
columnar output of the current operational status, groups, and the failure log.

-skymon, which is a SkyTel 2-Way paging interface, allowing you to query the server's
state and to manipulate it in the same manner as moncmd, right from your pager. Access
is controlled via a simple password and an access control file.

-mon.cgi, which is an interactive web interface, allowing you to not only view status
information, but to change parameters in the server while it is running.

3.6.1 version

the latest version is mon-0-99-2.6 and at the time of my report writing it is last updated
8th September 200 I.

3.6.2 License

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of
the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59
Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA; either version 2 of the License,
or (at
your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but without any warranty;
without even the implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.
See the GNU General Public License for more details.

3.6.3 Features of mon 0.99.2

mon was developed under Linux, but it is known to work under Solaris 2.5 and 2.6. Since
the clients and server are written completely in Perl, portability shouldn't really be too
much of an issue.

The following is a list of some of the features of mon:
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3.6.3.1 Monitors

"Monitors" are prol,'fams that check for a particular condition, and report success or
failure to the server, along with any output. They are independent of mon, so to add a test
for a new service, you can just write your monitor in any language, put it in the monitor
directory, and it just works. Service monitors that come with mon:

3.6.3.1.1 leMP echo (ping)

Efficient host reachability via ICMP echo, using fping, which multiplexes pings using a
single process. Ifa group of hosts is pinged, and ifmore than one fails, then the collective
timeout before the monitor script returns is what it would normally be if you're pinging
only one host.

3.6.3.1.2 SMTP

SMTP connectivity is tested by connecting to the SMTP port on one or more servers,
listening for a "220" response, sending a "QUIT", and waiting for a "22 I" response and
then a shutdown.

3.6.3.1.3 Telnet

Waits for an actual login prompt to determine if the service is working. This uses Wietse
Venema's ICp_scan utility.

3.6.3.1.4 FTP

FTP connectivity is tested by connecting to the FTP server, sending a "quit", and waiting
for the appropriate response.

3.6.3.1.5 NNTP

Similar to SMTP testing, speaks the NNTP protocol.

3.6.3.1.6 HTTP

Speaks the HTTP protocol to fetch a URL from an HTTP server. The http_t monitor can
measure page delivery latency and report failures if a minimum transfer speed is not met.
There are several variants of the HTTP monitor for use in different situations.

3.6.3.1. 7 POP-3

Similar to SMTP, speaks POP-3 to connect and then log out.

3.6.3.1.8IMAP
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Similar to POP-3, speaks [MAP to connect and then log out.

3.6.3.1.9 TCP-based services

Any simple TCP-based service can be tested. mon comes with a "tcp.monitor" utility
(which is a wrapper for Wietse Venema's tcp_monitor from the Satan distribution). This
will send output to a server, and for a particular response, with a timeout.

3.6.3.1.1 0 Disk space

Disk space monitoring via NFS or local mounts.

3.6.3.1.11 Uptime via Asynchronous SNMP

Calculate the uptime and downtime of any SNMP-capable host. Hundreds of hosts can be
polled in a few seconds using the asynchronous method.

3.6.3.1.12 HP Printers via SNMP

Using SNMP, hpnp.monitor polls HP printers with JetDirect interfaces and can detect
paper outages, paper jams, toner cartridge problems, and more. When a failure is
detected, it can report the message which is displayed on the printer's LCD, e.g. "TRAY 2
EMPTY".

3.6.3.1.13 Processes via SNMP

Process. monitor polls the UCD SNMP agents on some number of hosts and reports
problems with particular processes. This monitor is useful to detect if a particular process
has died off.
3.6.3.1.14 Network Appliance free space via SNMP

netappfree.monitor polls Network Appliance filers for free space on each exported
filesystem. It does not require that you mount the filesystems on the mon host. Per-
filesystem low watermarks are configured in a separate configuration file for easy
changing without resetting the mon server.

3.6.3.1.15 Network Appliance quota trees via SNMP

na_quote.monitor can monitor free space on multiple quota trees. Currently a work-in-
pro!,'fess.

3.6.3.1.16 LDAP

Idap.monitor searches an LDAP server for objects which match a particular filter.
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3.6.3. I.I 7 DNS

dns.monitor queries a zone master for base information, and then queries one or more
secondaries, comparing the serial number found in the SOA record to that of the master.

3.6.3.1.18 Dial-in terminal servers

dialin.monitor can periodically dial in to a terminal server or some other modem host and
report whether or not a connection was successfully made to the remote host, and if a
login prompt was obtained.

3.6.3.I.I9 mSQL and MySQL databases

The msql-mysql monitor connects to the database in question and list the tables to ensure
that the host is responding to queries.

3.6.3.1.20 Network latency

up_rtt.monitor uses the UDP or TCP echo service to measure the round-trip time between
the monitoring server and a set of hosts. If the measured latency exceeds a minimum,
then a failure is reported.

3.6.3.1.21 Sun RPC Services

The RPC monitor can call the RPC NULL function to determine if a server is responding
to queries. This method can be used to poll NIS, NFS, mountd, and other popular services
which use Sun RPC.

3.6.3.1.22 Foundry chassis

Report power supply, fan, temperature, module failures in Foundry BigIron and Fastiron
routers and bridges.

3.6.3.1.23 Compaq Presario chassis

Report power supply, fan, and temperature problems with Presario systems Via the
"Insight Manager" SNMP agent.

3.6.3.1.24 Brocade SilkWorm FCAL switches

Report PSU, fan, and temperature, PHY, and link problems.

3.6.3.2 Asynchronous Events
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Support for asynchronous events communicated to the man server. This is an open-ended
protocol, like the monitor and alert scripts, so that you can trigger on anything. One
obvious use is acting on SNMP traps. Traps generated by remote entities can be
programmed to behave in the same manner as failures noticed by local polling monitors,
so it is possible to build a distributed monitoring architecture. For example, remote
monitoring domains (such as sites separated by slow WAN lines) can collect their own
data locally and report sil,'Ilificant events to a centralized location, such as a NOC.

3.6.3.3 Alerts

"Alert" scripts send a message or otherwise act on a failure that man detects. These alerts,
like the monitors, are not part of man, and are easy to add. "Upalerts" are also supported,
which are used to trigger an alert when a server comes back up after being down for a
long amount of time.

3.6.3.4 Alert Management and Failure Handling

Failure of any monitor can trigger any (and multiple) alerts, to different people at
different times. You can effectively construct "on call" schedules using this feature. For
example, you can send a page to all system administrators if a resource goes down before
8PM, but after 8PM, page only Joe, but send email to everyone else.

Many alert throttling controls are implemented.

3.6.3.5 Parallelization

Parallelizes the checking of services on different hosts or groups of hosts. For example,
pinging your routers can happen while it is also pinging your WWW servers. There's no
queue that can postpone the scheduled testing of other services.

3.6.3.6 Repetitive Alert Suppression

Repetitive alerts can be suppressed. For example, only send email once an hour if a
service continues to fail. As an option, small, transient failures of a service may be
il,'Ilored.

3.6.3.7 Dependencies

Inter-service dependencies and even correlation. For example, if the router between the
monitoring host and your WWW server is down, HTTP won't work, so only send an alert
that the router is down. This prevents the cascading of zillions of alerts that happens
when some critical resource is not accessible. Dependencies can be understood as a
hierarchical form (a tree), and when a failure occurs, the tree is traversed towards the
node which has no unresolved dependencies. However, complex dependencies can be
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described using a generic graph, since the actual implementation does not require a
hierarchical layout.

3.6.3.8 Flexible Configu ration

A very flexible (and extensible) configuration file. Hosts can be grouped together, and
each host or group can have multiple services. Have a look at an example configuration
file. Another m4-based example.

3.6.3.9 Client/Server Model

Has interactive command-line, WWW-based, and SkyTel 2-Way alphanumeric pager-
based clients that query the server for status and history. The protocol is simple, and it is
very easy to make clients of your own. Multiple authentication methods are supported
(including PAM), along with per-user access control. A Perl module API can be used to
query the server, so writing alternate interfaces are simple (such as one which takes
advantage of WAP, Wireless Access Protocol). At this point there are several WWW
interfaces actively being maintained by different parties, each with its own report and
goal.

3.6.3.10 View-based Status Reports

To help with large configurations, "views" can be generated to simplify reports for
customers who do not need to know the status of all services being monitored. For
example, a "network" view can be generated which includes the status of all networking
gear, just as a "servers" view can show all info pertaining to servers. Views can be
configured on a per-customer basis if needed, and customers have control over their own
vIews.

3.6.3.11 Run-time Alert Acknowledgement and Disabling

A service failure can be acknowledged so that alerts are surprised until the problem is
fixed. This "ack" state is retrievable from the client interface so that users can see that
support staffs are working on the problem. Also, Alerts for particular hosts, groups, or
services can be temporarily disabled and re-enabled by the client, without stopping and
restarting the server. If you're UPb'Tadinga particular server, you can disable the alert
while you're doing the work, and re-enable it when you're done.

3.6.3.12 History

Keeps a historical list (queried by the clients) of both failures that were detected and
alerts that were triggered.

3.6.3.13 Portability
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Nothing to compile for the server or clients, and written in 100% Perl 5. This should help
portability.

3.6.4 Development
Features that are currently in development, and will be released soon:

3.6.4.1 Peoplegroups

"people/,'foups", which can be disabled in the same manner as hosts. Peoplegroups are
expanded and sent to alerts. Now when someone goes on vacation, alerts to them can be
temporarily disabled.

3.6.4.2 On-call schedules

Support for sending an alert to people based on one or more "on-call" schedules.

3.6.4.3 New Disabling Behavior

Are-vamped host/watch/service/people disabling mechanism. It allows for storing a text
message when something is disabled, so that upon later queries it will be obvious why
something was disabled. Great for communication amongst operations staff, in addition
to communication to the user via the WWW interface.

3.6.4.5 Better logging

Better logging which does not use syslog. Logs are stored in a special log directory, in an
easy-to-parse . Both failures and successes can be logged. Output produced by monitors
when they succeed is stored, optionally logged, and is queriable via moncmd.

3.6.4.6 Downtime Tracking

The appropriate data is kept to find out how long a service was down. This is good if you
are interested in those metrics. We are.

3.6.5 Installation Process

mon 0.99.2 has Several parts to install:

* mon, the server

* Mon::Client, the Perl library used by some clients.

* C programs in mon.d
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3.6.5.1 Mon Server Installation

Read the man page for "mon" and "moncmd" in the doc/ directory to get an overview
about the directories involved, i.e. the configuration, alert, monitors, state, and run
directories.

cd doc
moff -man mon.1 Imore

* Read the "READMEs" In the doc/ directory for some useful insight on system
configuration.

* Be sure you have the required Perl modules, which are listed in this file.

* Make your own mon.cf file, using the suppled "example.cf" (located In the etc/
directory) as a template, or the m4-based "example.m4":

cp etc/example.cf mon.cf

or

cp etc/example.m4 mon.m4

* Edit the "auth.cf' file. This file controls which users can perform what command. The
default is pretty restrictive (read-only), but that's only for safety. Currently, "moncmd",
"monshow", and "mon.cgi" are the only clients which are able to authenticate themselves
to the server; the 2-way pager interface does not yet perform authentication. However,
these programs work fine in read-only mode.

* Add the following lines to /etc/services:

mon
mon

2583/tcp
2583/udp

#MON
# MON traps

* You may want to make a DNS CNAME entry called "monhost" for your host that will
run "mon". You can then set the environment variable MONHOST to be this host.
"moncmd" uses this variable.

* The Perl scripts look for perl in /usr/bin. You might want to change this. I'd advise
keeping a locally-installed copy of Perl if you're going to monitor network resources and
you expect this stuff to work when some component of the network is down.

• Test it by starting "mon" from the distribution directory. Use these arguments if you
chose the non-m4 config:
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./mon -f -c mon.cf -b 'pwd'

and these arguments for the m4-based config:

./mon -f -M -c mon.m4 -b 'pwd'

To see ifit's running on your machine:

./clients/moncmd -s localhost list pids
If you get some output, then things are probably OK. Check the syslog for further
diagnostics.

Mon doesn't really need to be installed in any special location. Just keep it on the local
disk of the machine which will be running the server.

3.6.5.2 Compiling the C Code (Optional)

-cd mon.d
(edit Makefile)
make
make install
cd ..

to build the RPC monitor and the dialin.monitor wrapper. Keep in mind that if this may
fail for some reason (it works under Linux, Solaris, and A1X), it is not required for the
operation of mon itself

3.6.6 GUllnterface

It has no graphical user interface.

3.7 ntop

ntop is a network traffic probe that shows the network usage, similar to what the popular
top Unix command does. ntop is based on libpcap and it has been written in a portable
way in order to virtually run on every Unix platform and on Win32 as well.

3.7.1 ntops' application

ntop comes with two applications:

• the 'classical' ntop that sports an embedded web server
• intop (interactive ntop) is basically a network shell based on the ntop engine. It

allows you to play with ntop from a text mode terminal.
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ntop users can use a web browser (e.g. netscape) to navigate through ntop (that acts as a
web server) traffic information and get a dump of the network status. In the latter case,
ntop can be seen as a simple RMON-like agent with an embedded web interface. The use
of:

• a web interface
• limited configuration and administration via the web interface
• reduced CPU and memory usage (they vary according to network size and traffic)

make ntop easy to use and suitable for monitoring various kind of networks.

intop provides a powerful and flexible interface to the ntop packet sniffer. Since ntop has
grown so much in functionality and it cannot be simply considered a network-browser,
the problem of capturing and showing network usage has been split. As of version 1.3 the
ntop engine captures packets, performs traffic analysis and information storage. intop
implements a bare, command line based interface, with an apparently Spartan look and
feel, but a lot of functionality already implemented, and others planned for future
releases.

3.7.2 License

This program is permissible to use, copy, modifY, distribute, and sell this software and its
documentation for any purpose is hereby b'fanted without fee, provided that the above
copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this
permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of M.1.T. not be
used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,
written prior permission. M.I.T. makes no representations about the suitability of this
software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

3.7.3 The Function of ntop

• Sort network traffic according to many protocols
• Show network traffic sorted according to various criteria
• Display traffic statistics
• Show IP traffic distribution among the various protocols
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Figure 3.7.2.1 Interactive ntop

• Analyze IP traffic and sort it according to the source/destination
• Display IP Traffic Subnet matrix (who's talking to who?)
• Report IP protocol usage sorted by protocol type
• Act as a NetFlow/sFlow collector for flows generated by routers (e.g. Cisco and

Juniper) or switches (e.g. Foundry Networks)
• Act as a NetFlow/sFlow network probe
• Produce RMON-like network traffic statistics
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3.7.4 System Requirements

3.7.4.1 Platform

The platfonns which ntop needed are:

• Unix (including Linux, *BSO, Solaris, and MacOSX)
• Win32 (Win95 and above)

3.7.4.2 Media

• Loopback
• Ethernet
• Token Ring
• PPP
• Raw 1P
• FDOl

3.7.4.3 Requirements

• Memory Usage

It depends on the ntop configuration, number of hosts, and number of active TCP
sessions. In general it ranges from a few MB (little LAN) to ]00 MB for a WAN.

• CPU Usage

It depends on the ntop configuration, and traffic conditions. On a modem PC and
large LAN, it is less than] 0% of overall CPU load.

3.7.4.4 Protocols

• ]P
• ]PX
• OecNet
• AppleTalk
• Netbios
• as]
• OLC
• ...and many more

3.7.4.5 IP Protocols

Fully user configurable
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3.7.4.6 Additional Features

• Embedded HTTP server with CGI support
• }Jetvvork Flovvs
• Local Traffic Analysis
• Multithread
• Perl/PHP lightvveight API for accessing ntop from remote
• Support of both NetFlovv and sF10vvas both emitter and collector
• Internet Domain Statistics
• Advanced 'per user' HTTP passvvord protection vvith encrypted passwords
• Support for SQL database for storing persistent traffic information (native

MySQL support)
• Remote hosts OS identification (vianmap)
• HTTPS (Secure HTTP viaOpenSSL)
• Virtual/multiple netvvork interfaces support
• Graphical Charts (via gdchart)
• WAP support

3.7.5 Version

The Latest version is ntop 2.1 and it is last updated on 11th July 2002 up to my report
writing.

3.8 NOCOL

NOCOL (}Jetvvork Operation Center On-Line) is a collection of system and network
monitoring agents which have a common viewing interface and logging mechanism. It
can be used to monitor your LA}J or WA}J netvvork devices as vvell as your Unix systems
and services.

3.8.1 License

This softvvare has been rewritten from the version released in the public domain by
Jv}JCnet (Princeton University) in 1992. Software contributed by various authors have
the author's copyright notice in the individual modules.

Copyright (c) 1996 Netplex Technologies Inc. info@netplex-tech.com

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this softvvare and its documentation for
any purpose is hereby h'Tanted free of charge, provided that the above copyright notice
appear in all copies and that both the copyright notice and this permission notice appear
in supporting documentation, and that the name of the author or Netplex Technologies
Inc. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the softvvare
vvithout specific, written prior permission from the author(s) or }Jetplex Technologies
Inc.
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You may NOT rent, lease, sell, grant a security interest in or otherwise transfer rights to
this Software.

This software is provided "as is" and without any express or implied warranties,
including, without limitation, the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a
particular purpose. In no event shall the author(s) or his associated company be liable for
any damages
whatsoever, including damages resulting from loss of use, data or profits, negligence or
other tortuous action, arising out of or in connection with the use or perforrnance of this
software.

3.8.2 Distribution site

The distribution site is at www.netplex-tech.com. It can also be downloaded via ftp from
ftp.navya.com

3.8.3 Hardware Requirement

Nocol can run very comfortably on any Pentium-IOO class Unix machine with 64MB of
RAM and monitor several hundred devices. It is very lightweight in design and
implementation

3.8.4 NOCOL- Design and Internals

NOCOL is a system and network monitoring software which runs on Unix platforrns and
monitors reachability, ports, routes, system resources, etc. It is modular in design, and
allows adding new monitors easily and without impacting other portions of the software-
in fact, a large number of the monitors are contributed by various NOCOL users.

3.8.4.1 Design Principles

The basic design principles behind NOCOL are relatively few:

• allow multiple users to see the same data being collected instead of requiring each
user to start their own set of monitors

• multiple layers of severity to avoid any false alarrns (to stop the NOC operator
from ignoring an alarrn because it 'usually goes away')

• incremental data storage (dont store every data sample- only store a datapoint
when the severity of an event changes).

• be able to view the events from a non-graphical interface

It might seem strange, but the initial versions of SunNet Manager, Cisco Works, etc. had
none of the above features when NOCOL was originally written. Most of the commercial
packages required pretty extensive hardware to run, and it seemed like they sacrificed a
lot in order to present a pretty graphical interface. Nocol in contrast could run on a very
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low end system, the monitors could be separated from the logging and reporting machine
since they communicated over a network, and the datapoints collected were very small in
number since they were only recorded when the severity of a device/variable changed.
So, the disk space on a machine could vary from 10% to 60% full, and only one entry is
logged since this would all be considered 'normal'. If the disk becomes 80% full, a
'warning' message is generated and another datapoint is logged. This simple approach
gives amazingly small volumes of data, and yet presents a perfectly comprehensive
(though quantized) report on the variables.

3.8.4.2 Architecture

The architecture of nocol itself is very simple- the monitors poll the devices and assign a
threshold to each 'poll' (called an 'event'). These thresholds are user settable and vary
from monitor to monitor (in fact, the rest of the software does not care what is being
monitored and does not store any intelligence about the variables). All intelligence of the
variable being monitored and what conditions are too normal and abnormal is built into
the monitor.

The monitor would then set:

• the current value of the variable (thruput, lost packets)
• the current threshold (there can be up to 3 thresholds for 3 different levels of

severity)
• timestamp, etc.

and invoke a nocol API function. This writes out the current values, etc. to a real-time
data file on disk (this contains the current state of any device/variable) and if the severity
has changed, then this also gets logged to a incremental logging daemon (noclogd).
All user displays can then display the data from the real-time data directory, whereas the
alarm and notification subsystem gets activated by the incremental 'noclogd' process.
The noclogd process can filter events based on user defined criteria, and invoke an SMS
pager, send email, perhaps even run some automated tests or open a trouble ticket.
This simple architecture has proven to work very effectively in this application. The base
system has not really changed since the software was initially written, but new monitors,
displays, notification software is continually being added without any changes to the core
system.

The architecture of no col is shown in the figure 3.8.4.2.1
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Figure 3.8.4.2.1 Architecture of nocol

3.8.4.3 The Monitors

The monitors collect variable values and compares to see if it exceeds any of the 3
thresholds (warning, error, critical- these thresholds are user configurable). This is all
done using the nocol library functions, so in effect, all the monitor needs to do is get the
value for the variable being monitored and read the thresholds from a config file. The
nocol library ensures consistency in the way that the monitoring is processed by the rest
of the system.

Each monitor is unique in the way that it monitors its respective variable. The DNS
monitor needs to make an authoritative DNS query to see if the dns server is configured
properly, the Port monitor needs to connect to TCP or UDP ports to ensure that any
processes are responding properly, and the SNMP monitor needs to monitor snmp
variables using the SNMP protocol. The intelligence about the entity being monitored
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and how to monitor it lies strictly in the monitor- the rest of the nocol subsystem is just
expecting a device name, variable and its value.

A fair amount of effort has gone into making the monitors very efficient where possible
in order to allow them to scale to a large number of devices. Connectionless (UDP)
monitors are specially well suited to using the selectO system call so that many devices
can be queried at the same time and the monitor then waits for the responses to come in.
The other option was to fork multiple processes with a single parent and each process
monitors one device. However, the level of scalability that could be achieved with the
first method proved to be far more than what could be achieved with the forking method.

To emphasize the above, consider 'pinging' 100 devices with 5 packets each, waiting I
second for each response and I sec between each packet to the same host. If done
serially, this would take at least 500 seconds for each pass. If we fork multiple processes
to do it in parallel, this would take about 5 seconds, but we would have to fork a 100
processes. The 'multiping' monitor could send out I packet to each of the 100 devices in
about 10 seconds and then listen for the responses to come in- effectively taking about 15
seconds for the entire pass.

Building this level of 'multi-tasking' is a lot more difficult in the TCP based services since
it would require non-blocking I/O, but it important to do this for monitors such as
'portmon'. All of these type of monitors (using select()) are limited by the MAXFD value
(maximum open file descriptors that can be handled by the selectO call).

The 'hostmon' monitor is an example of letting the remote hosts being monitored do the
local data collection (i.e. distributing the 'time consuming' part to hostmon-c1ients). The
'hostmon' process running on the nocol host simply takes all these data files and uses
them as raw input to the process.

In some cases, the monitors do not need any data other than what is in the nocol data
structure written to disk (the raw data), whereas in others they need to store ancillary,
variable and device specific information in memory. All possible efforts are made to
avoid storing unnecessary data in memory and having 'bloated' monitoring processes.

3.8.4.4 User Interfaces

The user interfaces need to display the current state of the devices being monitored, and
this 'current' data is stored on disk (in the 'data' directory). This allows any number of
users and monitors to view the same consistent data, and run only one set of monitors
(unlike some other systems which need a separate monitor for each display).

The other diversion from traditional network monitoring packages is the displaying of
monitored data using text lines and not a map or other graphical interface. The reason this
approach was taken is that in practical experience, a network diagram was always done in
some 'drawing' tool and the map on the NMS was not updated regularly. Even today,
most network/Ian diagrams are maintained in a tool such as Visio, and the NMS graphical
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interface is always a 'second' copy. This and being able to view line based data from any
terminal weighed very heavily in favor of a nOn-h'Taphical user interface.

3.8.4.4.1 Netconsole (curses)

Netconsole is a simple Unix 'curses' based TTY interface. It reads the raw data from disk
and formats it for displaying on the screen. It has limited intelligence, and its method of
setting an alarm is when it sees a change in the number of 'down' items. This is the
original user interface and was written to let engineers view the state of the
systems/network over a low speed connection (over which X windows, etc. would not be
feasible).

3.8.4.4.2 WebNocol (Web)

Contributed by Rick Beebe, this is a Web based frontend to the data files. It allows
running CO I's and troubleshooting listed events and all the other benefits of HTTP.

The web interface shown in figure 3.8.4.4.2.1 automatically refreshes periodically, plays
an audio clip if a site changes its severity level, etc. A 'status' message can be displayed
next to each event which is inserted by any valid operator. Users are assih'J1ed access
levels which controls how much information they can view or edit.

3.8.4.4.3 tkNocol (TcI/TeI)

This is a client-server application contributed by Lydia Leong. The tkNocol application
connects to the ndaemon process on the host system, and displays the nocol data in a X-
window.

The interface shown in fih'llre 3.8.4.4.2.2needs 'tixwish' on the system. Any number of
clients can connect to the simple process (ndaemon) running on the nocol host which
sends data to all the clients periodically.
Currently there is no access control configured on the ndaemon host, so this should be
protected by a firewall, but the interface can be extended to add these features in the
daemon
ifneeded.
3.8.4.5 Reporting

The monitors in NOCOL generate a 'historical' event (logged to the noc!ogd logging
daemon) only when the severity of a variable changes (i.e. it goes from warning to error
or from critical back to injiJ. This is done to reduce the amount of historical data
collected and restrict it only to 'relevant' datapoints. This quantized data storage allows a
monitor to poll a device or variable as frequently as it likes (30 secs, 10 minutes), but it
will generate a logging entry only if the variable crosses one of the thresholds.
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Figure-3.8.4.4.2.1 The web interface

This approach of classifying the data into 'bins' reduces the quantity of historical data
significantly. Even though some granularity is lost, statistical analysis can easily be done
on the collected data by using the time interval that a variable remained in a particular
level.
'noclogd' is similar to the Unix 'syslog' process- it allows piping the log message to an
external program or writing to a file based on the monitor name. This forms the basis
of invoking SMS scripts to do paging, sending email, automated insertion into trouble
ticketing systems, auto problem analysis, etc.- the possibilities are virtually unlimited.

Currently this system writes to flat files, but the data can easily be piped to a process that
writes into a database. Note that the 'current' data that the monitors write to disk (the raw
data which is displayed by the user interfaces) is overwritten in every pass by the
monitor. Hence the size of those files is fixed and does not grow over time.
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Figure-3.8.4.4.2.2 tkNOCOL

3.8.4.6 Future Work

The package does not interface to any database, and would benefit greatly from storing
the raw (monitored) and noc1ogd historical information in a database such as MySQL,
etc. This would allow co-relating the various variables being monitored for any device
(e.g. show the state of all variables being monitored for device lan-gw). Graphs and
reports could be charted from the historical noclogd database.
A Java based user interface along the same lines as tkNocol would allow running the
display on any platform and one could build a lot of graphing, reporting functionality into
the gui itself.
The GUI could also support collapsing all the variables for an event in one line, and only
display the variable when it needs to be displayed.
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Instead of the current line based GUI, it would be good to be able to display a map of the
network and the devices. The raw data would have no infonnation on coordinates or
drawing, but a separate file could contain all the infonnation necessary to create a
graphical display. As an example, the file could contain coordinates of nodes and edges,
and hierarchical relationships between the devices- the user interface could read this data
and construct the diagram of the network.
In order to make this scalable, it would be useful to allow various NOCOL's to interact
with each other. This is easily doable using the nac/agd daemon, since noclogd can be
enhanced to send an event to other noclogd's running on remote hosts. The data can be
isolated and referred to using the 'nodename' to prefix the data/events.

3.8.5 Installation Process

To install NOCOL follow the instructions.

I. Plan on a location for installing the entire software. It is recommended that all required
directories pertaining to NOCOL be under one directory (say /usr/locallnocol) with
perhaps symbolic links to the OAT A directory.

2. Run 'Confi/,'1Ire'in the top level NOCOL source directory:

sh Configure (or ./Configure)

3. Run 'make' (might want to save the output using 'make >& make.out')

4. If 'multi ping' fails to compile on your system, you will have to edit the
pingmon/Makefile and set IPPING to your system's 'ping' location and also comment out
the 'PROGCDEFS = -DMULTIPING' line.

Make sure that the output of your systems 'ping' command matches as described below
(else you will need to make minor modifications in the 'pingmon/poll_sites.c' file (the
area to modity is well commented so it should be easy).

solar> /usr/etc/ping -s abc.foo.com 1000 5 I tail -2
5 packets transmitted, 5 packets received, 0% packet loss
round-trip (ms) min/avg/max = 4/4/5

No changes are needed if you are using the provided multi ping (or rpcping) pro/,'l'ams for
IP (or RPC).

If you get an error 'undefined symbol _strerrorO' when linking with -Iresolv, edit
liblMakefile.mid and add strerror.o to OBJS

5. The default NOCOL logging port is defined in 'noclog.h' to 5354. Also, if using
hostmon, the default data port is defined in the hostmon modules as port 5355.
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You can change these ports in these files if you want to use some other port number
(preferably >1023 so that the programs do not have to run as 'root'). Then add the
following lines in your '/etc/services' file (mainly for inetd- the programs use the default
ports if there is no entry in the /etc/services file).

noclog
noclog
hostmon

5354/tcp # noclogd with TCP
5354/udp # noclogd with UDP

5355/tcp # hostmon uses TCP

6. Make sure you can write to the destination directory, and then:

make install
su
make root # to install etherload, multiping, trapmon

7. Look at the con fig files in the $ROOTDIR/etc/samples directory, and edit/save them to
the $ROOTDIR/etc directory. List the hosts (running the monitors if distributed on
various systems) which can log to 'noclogd' in the config file for noclogd. If saving to log
files, make sure that the proper LOG directory exists for the log files to be created (check
in noclogd-conf and log-maint). Edit all other config files for your site.

8. Edit the following scripts (these are run from your CRONT AS).

- '$ROOTDIR/bin/keepalive _monitors' checks to see if the various monitors are
running. Edit and set the values of PROGRAMS I, HOSTI, etc.
You can also distribute the monitors on multiple systems and share the /nocol disk via
NFS. List all the monitors that you want to run per system in this file. It is run from the
crontab every 30-60 minutes.

- '$ROOTDIR/bin/notifier' sends email listing sites that have been critical between N to
N+ 1 hours. You can use this program to send email to senior personnel in your staff if
sites are down for more than a stipulated time (as manager's often tend to request). It is
run from the crontab every hour.

- '$ROOTDIR/bin/log-maint' cycles old logs and also runs the logstats program to
generate statistics (it sends a HUP to the noclogd daemon). Create the mail aliases that
you had selected for OPSMAIL and CRITMAIL.

9. Test 'noclogd' by starting it up in debug mode (-d). See if it complains about anything.
You will have to edit noclogd-conf to set the location of the log files that are created.
Check logging using the perl script 'perlnocol/testlog'. Stop 'noclogd' after testing.

Then install the 'bin/crontab.nocol' file in the nocol users' crontab. (usually su nocol ;
crontab crontab.nocoI). This will run 'keepalive _monitors' which starts up noclogd and
other monitors. If you want to run keepalive _monitors directly instead of cron for now,
run it as the nocoI user.
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Use 'netconsole -I 4' to see if any data is being collected under the DATA directory. Look
in the $ROOTDIRIetc/*error files for any errors.

Remember that the monitors log events to nocIogd only when the state of the event
changes. So nothing might be logged to nocIogd if all the sites remain at the same state
(up/down) and threshold level.

10. You can add user 'nocol' to your password file to allow anyone to log in as user
'nocol' and see the state of the network. A typical entry is:

noco I::65534 :65534:Network Mon itoring :ltmp :/noco lJbin/netconso Ie

All signals are trapped by the 'netconsole' display program and cause it to terminate.

I I. To install the Web interface (webnocol/)
- Check the various 'SET_THIS' lines in both genweb.pl and webnocol.cgi which have
been copied over into your $ROOTDIRlbin/
- Edit the &doTroubleshootO function and check the troubleshooting commands In
webnocol.cgi
- Run $ROOTDIRlbin/genweb.pl from your crontab every minute:

* * * * * /nocollbin/genweb.pl >/dev/null 2>& 1
- Create a link called index.html to 'Critical.html' in your web tree.
- Copy over the entire 'gif directory structure to the same directory where you are
generating the html pages ($webdir in genweb.pl)
- Install webnocol.cgi in your 'cgi-bin' directory.
- Create a null updates file and a null cookie file owned by your web daemon

cp /dev/null $ROOTDIRIetc/updates
cp /dev/null $ROOTDIRIetc/webcookies
chown httpd $ROOTDIRIetc/updates $ROOTDIRIetc/webcookies

- Create a $ROOTDIRIetc/webusers file using the sample as an example. You can
generate encrypted password using the utility script docrypt.pl

12. When you make changes to the various config files, you have to HUP the processes
which will restart the 'daemons'. Note that currently there is no way to pick up only the
changes in the config file" monitoring will need to be restarted in order to pick up config
file changes.

3.8.6 Version

The latest version which I work on is NOCOL v4.3

3.8.7 GUI Interface

3.8.8 The monitoring agents in NOCOL
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The various monitoring agents developed are:

- IP lCMP monitor (using IP 'muitiping')
- OSI reachability monitor (using OSI ping)
- RPC portmapper monitor (using 'rpcping')
- Ethernet load (bandwidth & pps)
- TCP port monitor
- Radius monitor
- Unix host performance (disks, memory, swap, load, nfs, collisions)
- SNMP variables monitor (RMON, Cisco router, terminal server)
- TCP data throughput monitor
- Nameserver (named)
- SNMP traps
- Syslog logfile monitor (for specified patterns)
- NTP stratum of hosts (Network Time Protocol)
- UPS (APC) battery level monitor
- Usage of terminal server modem lines (busy lines)
- Appletalk route monitor (for cisco routers)
- Novell service monitor
- BGP peer status
- SQL (using DBl interface)

A PERL interface is available for developing additional monitors in the PERL
programming language (it is fairly easy to add additional monitors to the package).

3.9 iZest Visual Monitor

iZest is Java-based technology that enables system administrators to monitor and
visualize systems, networks, and applications from anywhere in the world. It can manage
any number of nodes on a network from any location. This is achieved by installing a
single VisMon Agent on each node under control, which can be controlled and monitored
by one or more VisMon Explorer GUls. The GUl can run either as a standalone
application or as Web page applets viewed from any location around the world.

3.9.] Version

The latest version of iZest Visual Monitor is Visual Monitor (VisMon) 1.4 up to my
report writing.

3.9.2 License

These are the terms on which you ("the Licensee") can obtain the software product
known as [Visual Monitor (VisMon)] ("the Software") from iZest Limited of 33
Manorville Road, Hemel Hempstead, HP3 OAP, UK ("Licensor")
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If you ("the Licensee") wish to download the Software from web you have to go to their
home page then click download and have to accept the terms set out on that page by
clicking "I accept" button, to acknowledge acceptance of these terms. These terms will
then govern the Software use.

3.9.2.1. Definitions

In this Ah'Teement, the following expressions shall have the following meanings:-

3.9.2.1.1 Documentation

Any documentation issued by the Licensor in relation to the Software.

3.9.2.1.2 Evaluation License

The license for the Evaluation Period from the date hereof granted by the Licensor to the
Licensee to use the Software in conformity with the User Parameters, for the purpose of
evaluation, such use to be enabled by the issue of a temporary code by the Licensor to the
Licensee.

3.9.2.1.3 Evaluation Period

30 days from the date of download.

3.9.2.1.4 Intellectual Property Rights

All copyrights, patents, registered and unregistered design rights, topography rights,
trademarks and service marks and applications for any of the foregoing, together with all
trade secrets, know-how, rights to confidence and other intellectual and industrial
property rights in all parts of the world.

3.9.2.1.5 License Fee

The license in the Order Form, payment of which converts the Evaluation License into a
full license.

3.9.2.1.6 Software

The software selected in the Download Form.

3.9.2.1.7 User Parameters

Any parameters of use specified in the Download Form.

3.9.2.2 License
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In consideration of the Licensee undertaking to carry out thorough quality assurance
checks of the Software during the Evaluation Period, the Licensor hereby grants to the
Licensee a non-exclusive, non-transferable Evaluation License in object code to use the
Software only for the Evaluation Period and only for its own evaluation purposes (which
for the avoidance of doubt shall not the provision of facilities management or bureau
services) and shall not include the processing of "live" or "production" data.

The Software will cease to function 2 days after the expiry of the Evaluation Period in the
event that the Licensee within the Evaluation Period has not paid the License Fee to the
Licensor.

On receipt of the License Fee, the Licensor will supply the Licensee with a key which
will enable full functionality of the Software and the Licensee will become the
beneficiary of a non-exclusive, non-transferable full license in object code to use the
Software only for its own internal business purposes (which for the avoidance of doubt
shall not include facilities management).

Any use of the Software otherwise than in accordance with Clause 2.1 shall be subject to
the Licensor's prior written consent.

The Licensee shall not, except to the extent permitted by law, modify, reverse assemble,
decompile or reverse engineer the Software nor shall it permit whether directly or
indirectly any third party to do any of the foregoing.

3.9.2.3. Confidentiality, Copying and Intellectual Property Rights

The Licensee acknowledges that the ideas and expressions contained in the Software (and
any modifications thereof or updates thereto provided to the Licensee by the Licensor)
and any particulars thereof provided to the Licensee by the Licensor are confidential and
the Licensee undertakes not to divulge such information to a third party and only to
divulge such information to its associated companies, agents and employees as is strictly
necessary to enable it to be used in accordance with and for the purposes hereof and the
Licensee undertakes to ensure that such entities maintain such confidentiality and the
Licensee acknowledges that the terms of this Clause and Clauses 3.4 and 3.5 shall survive
the termination for whatever reason of this A~,'reement.

Except for back-up purposes or otherwise in accordance with the law, the Licensee shall
not itself nor allow any third party to duplicate or otherwise reproduce in whole or in part
the Software.

The Licensee acknowledges that it obtains no Intellectual Property Rights whatsoever in
any software or documentation by virtue of this Agreement.
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The Licensee will notity the Licensor of any claim which may be made against the
Licensor, or any related company or the Licensee alleging that the Software infringes the
Intellectual Property Rights of a third party as soon as it becomes aware of any such
actual or potential claim.

The Licensee shall immediately bring to the attention of the Licensor any infringement or
suspected infringement by any third party of any of the Intellectual Property Rights in the
Software of which it is aware and shall at the request and expense of the Licensor take
such action or assist the Licensor in taking such action as the Licensor may deem
appropriate to protect its Intellectual Property Rights.

The Licensee undertakes not to remove, delete or obscure any copyright notices or
confidentiality notices on or in the Software and to ensure the accurate reproduction of
the same on any copies of the Software which it is entitled to make in accordance with
the terms hereof.

3.9.2.4. Warranties

The Software has not been written to meet the individual requirements of the Licensee
and it is the sole responsibility of the Licensee to satisfy itself that the Software will meet
its requirements and be compatible with its hardware/software configuration. The
Licensor makes no warranty or representation in that respect and no failure of any part or
the whole of the Software to be suitable for the Licensee's requirements shall entitle the
Licensee to any right or claim against the Licensor.
The Licensee agrees that it is not practicable for the Licensor to check out all
combinations of software parameters, user data and user choices in the Licensor's testing
of the Software prior to delivery and that the duty of care in checking each and every
output from the Software rests solely with the Licensee and the Licensee warrants that it
will carry out appropriate and timely checks.

The Licensor gives no warranties in connection with the Software. All warranties,
express or implied, statutory or otherwise are excluded.

The Licensee hereby warrants that it has not been induced to enter into this Agreement by
any prior representations whether oral or written except as expressly contained in this
Agreement and the Licensee hereby waives any claim for breach of any such
representations which are not so contained.

3.9.2.5. Limitation of Liability

The Licensor is not liable for any indirect loss, consequential loss, loss of profit, revenue,
data or goodwill howsoever arising suffered by the Licensee or for any liability of the
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Licensee to any third party arising in any way in connection with this Agreement whether
not such loss has been discussed by the parties pre-contract.

The Licensor shall not be liable for any loss or damage of whatsoever nature suffered by
the Licensee arising out of or in connection with any breach of this Agreement by the
Licensee or any act, misrepresentation, error or omission made by or on behalf of the
Licensee (including without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing use of the
Software by someone with inadequate understanding or experience, use of the Software
not in accordance with the Documentation or failure to exercise appropriate quality
assurance checks on any output from the Software) or arising from any cause beyond the
Licensor's reasonable control.
It is expressly agreed between the parties that the Licensee must not use the Software for
processing live data during the Evaluation Period, and that if it does so, it does so entirely
at its own risk and that the Licensor shall have no direct, indirect or consequential
liability in respect thereof and the Licensee is recommended to insure itself against this
risk.
Whilst the Licensor makes all reasonable attempts to exclude viruses from the Software,
it cannot ensure such exclusion and no liability is accepted for viruses. Thus, the Licensee
is recommended to insure itself against this risk.

Subject to Clause 5.6 below, no matter how many claims are made and whatever the
basis of such claims, the Licensor's maximum aggregate liability to the Licensee under or
in connection with this Agreement, in respect of any direct loss (or any other loss to the
extent that such loss is not excluded by Clauses 5.1-5.4 above or otherwise) whether such
claim arises in contract or in tort shall not exceed a sum equal to twice the License Fee
paid by the Licensee.

None of the clauses above shall apply so as to restrict liability for death or personal injury
resulting from the negligence of the Licensor or its appointed agents.

3.9.2.6. Termination

Either party may terminate this Agreement immediately by written notice to the other in
the event that any of the following occur:-

The other breaches any term of this Agreement and such breach is incapable of remedy or
continues for a period of 14 days after notice requiring the same to be remedied has been
given by the terminating party to the other party.

An order is made or a resolution is passed for the winding up of the other party, or if a
provisional liquidator is appointed in respect of the other party, or if an administration
order is made in respect of the other, or if a receiver is appointed in respect of the other or
all or any of its assets or if the other is unable to pay any of its debts within the meaning
of Section 123 of the Insolvency Act 1986, or if any voluntary arrangement is proposed
under Part I of the Insolvency Act 1986 in respect of the other.
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The Licensor may terminate this A~,'Teementforthwith if the Licensee purports to breach
Clause 7.4 hereunder.
Termination of this Agreement shall be without prejudice to any other rights or remedies
of the terminating party.
In the event of termination of this Agreement, the Licensee shall within 14 days return
the Software and any documentation supplied by the Licensor together with any copies
thereof to the Licensor.

If any provision of this Agreement or part thereof shall be void for whatever reason, it
shall be deemed deleted and the remaining provisions shall continue in full force and
effect.
The rights and obligations of the Licensee under this Agreement are personal to the
Licensee and the Licensee undertakes that it shall not, without the prior written consent
of the Licensor, assign, lease, charge, sub-license, or otherwise transfer such rights and
obligations in whole or in part.

The Licensor reserves the right to sub-contract any of the work required to fulfill its
obligations hereunder.
Any notice given pursuant hereto may be served personally or sent by pre-paid registered
letter or recorded delivery to the addresses given here above. Such notice shall be deemed
to have been duly served upon and received by the addressee, when served personally, at
the time of such service or, when posted, 48 hours after the same shall have been put into
the post correctly addressed and pre-paid.
Neither party shall be liable for any loss suffered by the other party or be deemed to be in
default for any delays or failures in performance hereunder (other than in relation to
payment) resulting from acts or causes beyond its reasonable control or from any acts of
God, acts or regulations of any governmental or supra-national authority.

Any delay or forbearance by either party in enforcing any provisions of this Agreement
or any of its rights hereunder shall not be construed as a waiver of such provision or right
thereafter to enforce the same.
Clause headings have been included in this Agreement for convenience only and shall not
be considered part of, or be used in interpreting, this Agreement.
This Ahrreement shall be governed by the laws of England and the parties submit to the
exclusive jurisdiction of the Courts of England and Wales.

3.9.3. Functionality

The VisMon system facilitates graphical application control, monitoring and automatic
error recovery across the Unix and Windows NT/2000 platforms. With open scripting
and XML Application Programming Interface (API) to control, monitor and recover
applications with supplied or customized script templates.
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Figure 3.9.3.1 Visual Monitor Explorer

VisMon can manage any number of nodes on a TCP/IP network from any location. This
is achieved by installing a single VisMon Agent on each node under control, which can
be controlled and monitored by one or more VisMon Explorer GUI's from the local LAN
or Internet.

Key features are:

• Each VisMon Agent can monitor its local operating system (OS) and control,
monitor and recover any number of applications.

• Application control, monitoring and recovery implemented by script (Unix - shell,
Windows - VBScript) templates. To start, stop, test and recover applications.

• Object test scripts generate status and statistics as XML (echoed to StdOut),
which is then broadcast as delta changes to interested VisMon GUrs.

• Application monitor instances are created from script templates. Once created a
monitor can be configured online and saved as new template version.

• VisMon GUI can control and monitor its configured set of VisMon Agents.
Visualizing the Agents hierarchical data models in tree view form, with icon color
depicting node and application status. Data at each tree level can be viewed in
table form updating.

• Object test failure and parameter range limits can be set to instigate VisMon GUI
visual alarm, message alert and trigger application recovery. With message alerts
as e-mail or mobile phone SMS text messages, see Alert System for details of its
flexibility.

• All VisMon Agent application control or configuration update requests are
audited and password authenticated.

• VisMon Agent Audit, Error, Warning and Information events can additionally be
logged to platform event log (Unix - Syslog, Windows - Event Log) and viewed
remotely by the GUl.
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• VisMon GU! can either run standalone or as Web page Applet. With the Applet
option and VisMon Proxy a cyber cafe can be used to monitor and control the
system over a secure SSL connection.

• VisMon GU! trend display graphs and support for user developed (dynamically
loaded) Java class object tests are under development.

Both the VisMon Agent and Explorer GUI are implemented in Java for portability across
the Unix and Windows platforms. While network communication is achieved via a low
bandwidth XML TCPIIP protocol.

VisMon Cluster Matrix has all the features of VisMon agent and also has additional key
features such as

• Shared nothing multiple node high available (HA) cluster architecture.
• Object test failure and parameter range limits can trigger automatic servIce

failover to remaining nodes in a cluster.
• Virtual service IP address and shared storage migration performed by extensions

to the VisMon script template mechanism.
• Cluster protocol between Matrix Agents determines which node is best suited to

take over a service, in terms of node capabilities and system load.
• Range of cluster templates available for both Unix (Oracle, Sybase etc.) and

Windows 2K1NT (SQL Server etc.).

3.9.4. Installation Process

The common installation tasks for both Agent and Explorer GUI are

3.9.4.1. Install Java JRE

Both VisMon Agent and Explorer GUl are dependent on the Java Runtime Environment
(JRE). VisMon Agent will work with JRE version 1.1.8 or above, although JRE version
1.3.1 is recommended, while VisMon Explorer GUI requires JRE 1.3.1 or above.

JRE for Solaris and RedHat Linux can be downloaded and installed as follows.

• Download Solaris or RedHat Linux
http:!;j,lva.slIlJ.comij2sc'-I.3.

• Install downloaded package on target platform.

JRE package from

JRE's for other Unix and Linux Operation Systems i.e. AIX, HP-UX etc. can be obtained
from associated OS vendors, please see http://www.izcs1.com:.faq ...list.jspfordetails.

3.9.4.2. Download VisMon Release Distribution
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Download both the Unix and Linux Explorer GUUAgent and example template release
distributions from http://www.izcsl.comidO\mloads.jsp.

3.9.4.3. Expand VisMon Archives

Expand VisMon tar archives as follows.

• Uncompress (gunzip) and extract vismon-1.4.06-unix.tar.gz tar VisMon GUI and
Agent archive into existing or new directory i.e.
% ~ fu~
% tar -xvf -/vismon.1.4.06-unix.tar

• If archive extracted into "/opt" VisMon base will be "/opt/vismon-l.4.06".
• Uncompress (gunzip) and extract temps-I.4.06-unix.tar.gz tar example template

archive into the VisMon base directory i.e.
% CD lopt/vismon-1.4.06
% tar -xvf -ltemps.1.4.06-unix.tar

• After expansion you should have a new templates directory structure within your
VisMon base i.e .."/opt/vismon-I.4.06/templates".

• Ensure VisMon release files have file permissions appropriate to your security
policy.

3.9.4.4. Set JAVA HOME and VISMON HOME

Create and set the JAVA HOME and VISMON HOME environment variables for- -
accounts that will run either VisMon Agent or Explorer GUI.

• Create and set JAVA_HOME environment variable to location of expanded JRE
base i.e. "lusr/java/jdkl.3.1_02".

• Create and set VISMON_HOME environment variable to location of expanded
VisMon base i.e. "/opt/vismon-I.4.06".

• Add Java bin and VisMon bin to your path i.e.
$PATH=$PATH:$JAVA HOME/bin:$VlSMON HOME/bin- -

3.9.4.5 Install Agent License Key

Generate and install Agent license key as follows.
Determine node name of target Agent computer by running "% uname -n" in a shell
window.
Generate license key on-line http://www.izest.com/trialkey.jsp.
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Update Licensees element in Agent "$VISMON_HOME/confNisMonAgent.xml"
registry file with text editor.

Before

<?xml version=" 1.0" standalone="yes"?>
<VisMonitor izest= ..http://www.izest.com ..>
<Licensees hide="true"></Licensees>

<NisMonitor>

After for license for license key "3/pXS6a900HpE3/.FdS4Ljy7Rs"

<?xml version=" 1.0" standalone="yes"?>
<VisMonitor izest= ..http://www.izest.com ">
<Licensees hide="true ">3/pXS6a900HpE3/. FdS4Ljy7Rs<Licensees>

</VisMonitor>

shell scripts to run Agent, Explorer QUI and SRunner from the command line, for system
evaluation or template development.

3.9.4.6. Running Agent and Explorer CUI from Command Line

For system evaluation and template development the following shell scripts are provided
in the $VISMON_HOME/bin directory.

• start_vismon - starts Agent.
• stop_vismon - sends message to Agent to perform controlled shutdown.
• start_ vismon _gui - starts Explorer QUI from command line.
• srunner - executes object test shell script, parses and outputs formatted XML to

StdOut.

The srunner utility can be tested as follows.

• % CD $VISMON_HOME/bin

% ./srunner ./script_test

Agent automatic startup at boot up via SysV init.

3.9.4.7. Agent Automatic Startup.

To automatically start/stop the VisMon Agent at OS boot/shutdown RedHat Linux can be
configured as follows.
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• Check $VISMON_HOME/bin/vismon_rc file with text editor to ensure
JAVA_HOME and VISMON _HOME values are correct for your installation,
update if necessary.

• % CD $VISMON_HOME/bin
• % ./install rc

Other Unix SysV init systems can be configured in a similar way.

Creating Explorer GUI desktop launcher.

3.9.4.8. Create Explorer GUI Desktop Launcher

A RedHat Linux desk top launcher can be created to run the Explorer GUI as follows.

• Right click desk top and select New->Launcher.
• Update Applet Name and Comment fields with "VisMon" and "VisMon Explorer

GUI" respectively.
• For Command field cut and paste the following.

$VISMON _HOME/bin/start_ vismon ~ui

• Set Applet Type field to "Application".
• Set Applet Icon via icon button then "Choose an icon" dialog browse button to

$VISMON _HOME/bin/gui.png.

Then press "Apply" and "OK" buttons to finish.

Compiling XML helper utilities.

3.9.4.9. Compile XML Helper Utilities

The platform dependent XML helper C utilities used in some example monitor object test
scripts can be compiled as follows:

• % CD $VlSMON_HOME/examples/utils
• % make install

The XML helper utilities can be used to ensure your XML tags and values are valid XML
i.e. any", " <, > and & characters are encoded. Please see the "Alert Test" example
templates "alert" script for example usage.

3.9.5 GUI Interface
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Graphical User Interface

VisMon GUI can control and monitor any number ofVisMon Monitor, Monitor Plus and
Cluster Agents, from any location on the TCP/IP network. It can run as either a Java
Application or Web page Applet.

To ensure display integrity the GUI design which is used:

• Data and icon status displayed is derived from Agent generated data only.
• Agent commands either return success/failure acknowledgement or get timed out.
• Agents broadcast data or status change to all connected GUI's. These updates may

be triggered by monitor object test execution or GUI command requests.
• A heartbeat protocol is used between GUI and connected Agents to ensure

connection status.
• On Agent connection loss or heartbeat timeout all Agent related data is cleared

from the GUI.

3.9.5.1. Tree view

The tree view displays the connected VisMon Agents hierarchical data object models
graphically with roots for "Configured Agents", "Virtual Service Clusters" (if licenced)
and "Application monitors", A single left mouse click on any node will display its
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associated data within the right hand data view table. A single right mouse click on a
node will display an associated context dependant pop-up menu.

3.9.5.2. Application Monitors

The "Application Monitors" root will contain Agent nodes as direct children and each
application monitor will be a child of its associated Agent. The Application monitor will
then contain the node/data hierarchy generated by its template object test scripts XML.
Icon color will indicate its status and generally the status will ripple up the hierarchy. Red
for error, yellow for warning and green for OK

3.9.5.3. Data view

The data view (GUI right panel) displays any level within the VisMon hierarchical data
object model in table form. Table views can be selected by a single left mouse click on
any node icon within the tree view. Once selected the view will update automatically on
data change.

Any XML attributes associated with object generated data will be displayed as tool tip
text when the mouse pointer moves over its cell.

3.10 VisualPulse

VisualPulse is an easy-to-use Web-based monitoring tool that automatically reports the
availability of network devices, Web pages, and TCP ports, and alerts you to any
potential problems.
Visual Pulse is a web server that provides real-time and historical information about the
quality of internet and Web server connectivity to one or more remote hosts by
continuously gathering and summarizing latency and packet loss data at regular
intervals. For the most part, the user interface to VisualPulse is a Java-enabled web
browser, although a modest GUI component is included with the server itself Once the
application is installed and configured, multiple clients can connect to it and access the
information it provides through their browsers.

3.10.1 Version

The latest version of Visual Pulse is 2.0a up to my report writing.

3.10.2 Availability

Visual Pulse is Shareware (15-day trial) . The installation vip.exe is freely distributable,
provided that it is not modified in any way. Refer to
http://www.visualware.com!purchase/index.html for purchase information.

3.10.3 VisualPulse features
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• Easy-to-use Web-based interface
• Monitors up to 250 IP addresses simultaneously
• Real-time and historical reporting
• Standardized and customizable reporting
• Allows 'aliases' for IP addresses for easy identification
• Automated threshold alerts by email and color coding
• Data may be exported
• Password protected access with security options
• Available on Windows, Linux, Solaris and FreeBSD platforms
• Integrates with Visual Route Server for instant problem diagnosis

VisualPulse continuously gathers and summarizes latency and availability data for all
three data sources (Ping, Http, and TCP) at regular intervals. A variety of standard reports
are available for easy reporting -- such as an overall summary, last hour, last 24 hours --
along with user-defined options for customized reports. The information is reported in
real-time and historically, so that current and past problems may be readily identified and
investigated. Global or individual threshold values may be easily configured for
automated alerting of potential problems on the items being monitored. Problem
notifications are indicated by color changes in the reports and by email alerts.

VisualPulse also can monitor the availability of critical:

• Network devices -- Ping statistics provide the basic measures of network latency
and packet loss

• Web pages -- HTTP measures provide latency and error percent information for
text download of critical Web pages

• Applications -- TCP Port information enables you to measure the response of a
specific TCP service

Figure 3.10.3.1 Last five minutes status
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Figure 3.10.3.2 Statistical Interface
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VisualPulse has a user-friendly Web browser-based interface, although a modest GUI
component is included with the server itself Once the application is installed and
configured, multiple clients can easily connect to it, access the reports, and make
configuration changes through a Web browser.

VisualPulse can be easily integrated with the VisualRoute Server product, instantly
providing visual traceroute information to the servers or sites being monitored. This
integration provides IP routing and response time information that helps identifY exactly
where the actual problem is occurring. To use the VisualRoute Server capability, click on
the "VR" symbol next to any IP address in the VisualPulse reports.

The VisualPulse Web metrics measure the response time for Http text. For reporting of
both Http text and image performance,

3.10.4 License

One can download the full VisualPulse product from the Visualware download web site,
but it will only be fully functional during the initial 3D-day trial period. To use
VisualPulse after this trial period, a 'license key' must be purchased for the number of
hosts that you intend to monitor.

3.10.4 GUI Interface

Figure 3.10.4.1 Graphical Interface of Visual Pulse
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VisualPulse has OUI interface which is shown in the figure 3.10.4.1

3.10.5 Platform Requirements

In general, the more memory that you have in your computer the better. For Visualware
products, 64MB is the minimum memory, but 128MB is recommended. For Visual ware
server products, 128MB is the mimimum memory, but 256MB is recommened

The available platforms are

• Windows
• Sun Solaris
• Linux
• FreeBSD
• Mac OS X

Though my report based on Linux operating system, I explain all the platform which I
mention here.

3.10.5.1 Windows 98/MelNT/2000IXP

• Windows 98, Me, NT, 2000, or XP -- http://www.microsoft.com/windows
• Microsoft's Java VM build 5.00.3167 or later -- details
• An 800x600 256 color display
• Microsoft's TCP/IP stack
• An Internet connection

~~'•...
3.10.4.2 c::: Sun Solaris

• Solaris(tm) 2.5 or later -- http://www.sun.com/solaris
• SPARC or Intel (x86) architecture
• Windowing environment for output display
• Sun's JRE (Java Runtime Environment) 1.1.8 or later -- details
• TCP/IP stack
• Internet connection
• Must be root to install, but not to run product
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3.10.4.4 _lFreeBsD

• Linux kernel 2.2.5-15 -- http://www.linux.org/
• Architecture - Intel (x86) only
• Java VM 1.1.8 or later -- details
• TCP/IP stack
• Internet connection
• GNOME X Windowing environment is strongly suggested so it is not necessary

to override some default application selections. Please refer to
http://www.gnome.org/ for more information. Also, be sure to check on your
Linux distribution for GNOME.

• Must be root to install, but not to run product

Linux3.10.4.3

• FreeBSD - KerneI3.4-Release - http://www.freebsd.org/
• Architecture - Intel (x86) only
• Java VM 1.1.8 or later - details
• TCP/IP Stack
• Internet Connection
• X Windowing environment for output display
• Must be root to install, but not to run product

,
3.10.4.5 MacOSX

• Mac OS X IO.O.xand IO.I -- http://www.apple.com/macosx
• Architecture -- Power PC only [G3, G4, iMac, etc.]
• MRJ (Mac Runtime for Java) 3.0 - Bundled with Mac OS X
• TCP/IP Stack
• Internet Connection

3.10.5 Installation Process

3.10.5.1 Installing VisualPulse

Change to the directory in which you wish to create the VisualPulse directory hierarchy.
The file vip. tar.Z must be placed into this directory (for simplicity) .

• Login as root.
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• Uncompress or gunzip the file 'vip.taLZ':

# gunzip vip. tar

• Untar the file 'vip. tar':

# tar -xf vip. tar

• You must have root privilege to install, but not to run Visual Pulse.
To run VisualPulse as non root the ping executables need to
be changed with chmod. To achieve this, type as root:

# cd vip/exe
# chmod 4755 vrpingO.*

Be aware of the potential security implications of suid root files on your
system. For more information, see the chmod manual page or your system
documentation. "

3.10.5.2 Running VisualPulse

• Change to the directory 'vip' in the just created hierarchy .

• Make sure the current directory ('. ') is in the PATH environment variable.
PATH=$PATH:.; export PATH

• There are two ways to start Visual Pulse. From the vip directory enter the command:

Java VIp

to begin Visual Pulse. If you have multiple versions of Java, you must make sure that you
execute the correct version to start Visual Pulse. If, when you start VisualPulse, you do
not have a correct version of the Java Runtime Environment once 'Run' or 'Run as trial' is
selected in the initial display, nothing else will happen .

• Or, you may also execute the Java Runtime Environment directly. From the VIp
directory, enter the command:

. .
Jre -cpoVIp

Note that this assumes that the jre executable is in your PATH. If this is not the case,
change the path accordingly. See the jre man page for any questions regarding jre .

• The Visual Pulse is written in Java and as such on Unix, requires a GUI. A character
based interface is just not capable of presenting the data obtained in a usable form. On
Unix it sometimes desirable (and with some servers, a necessity) for processes to be
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started at system boot that in themselves require QUI capabilities. For VisualPulse to be
set up on Unix the user will need to install the X virtual frame buffer software. This
software provides a virtual terminal without the need for a hardware console nor even if
the console is present, did a si/,'ll on as this maybe construed a security issue.

VisualPulse has been tested with the Xvlb software on Solaris 2.6(Sparc), Solaris7
(Sparc) and Linux Redhat 6. I (Intel). The install files for Solaris (Sparc) can be found at

http://tmap.pme!.noaa.gov/home/ferretlFAQ//,'faphics/Solaris_Xvlb.html.
for Solaris Intel the option is to download the X source and recompile.
This can be obtained from

http://www.x.org/download.html
The Linux Redhat Xvlb rpm can be obtained from

http://www.rpmfind.net
For SuSe the Xvlb is facilitated in a re-compile. Refer to 'man Xvlb'.

There is provided a shell script for the placing in /etc/rc2.d on Solaris and
/etc/rc.d/rc2.d on Linux. Basically the script has four environment variables at the
beginning that the user may want to review before going any further. They are

I) DISPLAY, this is required by the X software and Visual Pulse.
2) PATH, this needs three things to be present in its many directories.
i) the jre directory for the Java Runtime Environment executable.
ii) the location of the directory for the X executables
iii) the current directory for Visual Pulse to find the ping executable
3) HOME, the home location of the root account
4) VRHOME, the installed directory of VisualPulse.
Once these have been changed the script can be saved, named as S95VisuaiPuise and
copied over to the boot directory. Please ensure that this will start AFTER the X font
server software at boot.

3.10.6 Example

Toa understand the performance of Visual Pulse give an example here with some
graphical sketch which is collected from Internet.

On Monday, February 7, 2000 our VisualPulse server captured the DDoS (Distruted
Denial of Service) attack on Yahoo by unknown hackers.

This visual representation shows an entire 24-hour day by 10 minutes. Click and drag
within the graph to get a detailed data point description. Or click and drag the time line to
change the summary interval.

The VisualPulse Advantage: Web monitoring products and services can look at e-
commerce sites from the outside, report on availability, and provide notification when
performance falters. Because a website's traffic processing and responses are dynamic
and constantly shifting, it's not always easy to determine that something is amiss, just
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because traffic and/or transaction rates experience a sudden change. Tools like
VisualPulse, and services based on them, can provide an immediate alert that a website
can't be reached. Unlike other offerings, the VisualPulse tool goes further, and also can
run on the inside of an e-commerce site, allowing vital performance information to be
available even during an attack or a positive surge in traffic due to new promotions or
products. In this mode -- and optionally integrated with other Visualware performance
management tools - it offers e-businesses the ability to "see" what is happening in real-
time (and historically) and most importantly, why it is happening; maximizing
product/service delivery to customers, which is critical to the acquisition and retention of
customers.

In the Fig I interactive graph, the black line represents latency (in milliseconds; the left
scale) and the red line charts packet loss (by percentage; right scale).

VisualPulse Report for February 7, 2000 (Ipm to 4pm)
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Fig 1. Yahoo DDos Attack Captured
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Name I
of the

Progra

Softwar Description Availability GUI Platform mming Populari Versio Installati

e
Langua ty n on
ge

It is a Web-based Systems and
Network monitor consists of It is free for non-

UNIX, Linux,
Big simple shell scripts which commercial use. It

Windows NT Medium
Brother periodically monitor system also gives an No 4.0,Mac, C High 1.9b difficultiesconditions and network warranty to work

connectivity properly Netware

....
A Web-based network monitoring It is free software, itpackage for Unix-like operating can redistribute or

nPulse systems. It can quickly monitor up modified under the Yes LinuxlUNIX Perl Medium 0.54 Easyto thousands of sites/devices at a
time on multiple ports condition of GNU

public license

KSniffer is a network statistics
collector. It allows a user to watch
all network traffic over any It is free software. Itnetwork interfaces connected to can redistribute or Linux, Redhat

KSniffer the host machine. It supports most modified under the Yes 5.2, Qt 1.42, C High 0.1.5 EasyTCP/IP protocols, (TCP, IP, UDP, condition of GNU KDE,XlIR6,
ICMP, ARP, RARP as well as

public license i386
minimal IPX), collects the # of
packets, and # of bytes for each
protocol, displays the activity in

.".
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e
Langua ty n on
ge

terms of kbits/sec, kbyteslsec and
packets/sec. KSniffer also lets you
watch port specific traffic for
monitoring things like http, ftp,
telnet, etc. traffic

Scotty

A software package which allows
implementing site specific network
management software using high-
level, string-based APls. It is
based on the Tool Command
Language which simplifies the
development of portable network
management scripts. Its source
includes two major components.
The first one is the Tnm Tel,
Extension which provides access
to network management
information sources and second
component Tkined network editor
provides a framework for an
extensible network management
svstem.

Free to use but
restricted. One can
copy, modifY and
distribute. Also can
license the software

and its
documentation for
any purpose without
royalty fee. No
warranties

No Linux

Tool
comman

d
languag
e

Medium 2.1.9 Difficult
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It is a poller daemon, templater
and webinterfuce for rrdtool. It
works with small .nfo files which
hold router information and

RRDBro toptionaIIy connection details,
wse colors, min max, bandwidth

settings, etc. it uses a caching:
mechanism to store interface

l
name.

Freeware
Operating

No I system
independent

Perl Medium 1.3 Medium
difficulties

Mon

mon is a tool for monitoring the
availability of services. Services
may be network~related,
environmental conditions, or
nearly anything that can be, tested
with software. It is extremely
useful for system administrators,
but not limited to use by them. It
was designed to be a general-
purpose problem alerting system,
separating the tasks of testing
services for availability and

It is free software,
one can redistribute
or modified under the
lerms of the GNU
General Public

License, without any
warranty.

No Linux, Solaris
2.5 and 2.6 C, Perl Medium 0.99.2 Easy
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Softwar Description Availability GUI Platform mmmg Populari Versio Installati
e Langua ty n on

ge
i

,
sending alerts when things fail. To
achieve this, limon" IS
implemented as a scheduler which

Iruns 'the programs which do the
testing, and triggering alert
programs when these scripts detect
failure. None of the actual service
testing or reporting is actually
handled by "mon". These
functions are" handled by auxiliary
programs.

ntop is a network traffic probe that
shows the 'network usage, similar

I'to what the popular top Unix Permissible to use,
command does. ntop is based on copy, modifY,
Iibpcap and it has been written in a distribute, and sell Unix like Based

Medium
ntop portable way in, order to virtually this software and its yes platform, Win on High 2.1

difficultyrun on every Unix platform and on documentation for 32 libcapWin32 as well. It has two any purpose without
application 'classical ntop'. and any fee .
• 'intop' . First one sports an
embedded web sever and second



Name
Prograof the

Softwar Description Availability GUI Platform mming Populari Versio Installati

e Langua ty n on
ge

,
one is basically a network shell
based on the ntop engine.

NOCOL

iZest

It is capable of monitoringl
network and system variables such
as ICMP or RPC reachability,
RMON variables, name servers,
ethemet load, port reachability,
host performance, SNMP traps,
Modem line usage, appletalk &
novell routes/services, BGP peers,
syslog files, etc. The software isl
extensible and new monitors can
be added easily.

Enables system administrators to
monitor and visualise systems,
networks, and applications from
anywhere in the. world. It canl
manage any number of nodes on a
network from anyJocation. This is
achieved by installinR a single

Permission to use,
copy, modifY and
distribute this
software and its
documentation for
any purpose IS

hereby granted free
of charge, but not
allowed to rent,
lease, sell, grant a

security interest in or
otherwise transfer
rights to this.

Not free software (30
days trial), not

permitted to modifY,
reverse assemble,

decompile or reverse
engineer the
software.

No

Yes

Unix like
platform

Linux, UNIX

Perl

Java

Medium

Low

4.3

1.4.03

Medium
difficulties

Medium
difficulties
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"

.,,' ge "., ,

VisMon Agent on each node under
control, which can be controlled
and monitored by: one or more
VisMon Explorer GUis. The GUi
can run' either as a standalone
application or as Web page applets
viewed frqm any location around
the ""orld.
Vistifl.lPuise is, an easy to use web- It is a shareware (15-
based monitoring tool that day trial). The
automa.tically reports the software product
availability of network 'devices, must be purchased
Web pages, ,and TCP ports, and for each and every
alerts administrator to any computer system that Linux, Sun

VisualPul potential problems. The web it is used on. It is not operating
server of VisualPusle provides modifiable and not Yes system, Java Medium 2.0a Easyse
real-time and historical permissible for Solaris, Free
information about the quality of reverse engineering, BSD
internet and Web server decompile, or
connectivity to one or more remote disassemble the
hosts by continuously gathering software product. It ' '".;;I;!."
and : summarizing latency and may not rent or lease,
'packet loss data at rellUlar not distribute copies •••

.. ,

'. •

•
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Availability
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software product to

third parties.

Platform
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3.11 Analysis Review

Now I will summarize my study on the basis of the comparative table. I will define those
data statistically, which are in the table and will develop a model through my own
jud~,'ment. In the comparative table there are seven variables, which I used. In this model
I will give separate outstanding point for every variable and count points for those
variables according to their position. Then I will add all the points and check the total
points for each network monitoring tool to evaluate its position. The variables are in the
manner:

I. Availability

For this variable I found four categories. One is free software, it can use, redistribute,
sell or modi/)' for any purpose without any fee. I pointed this category by 4. I can
modi/)' it by my own choice and also can sell it. So it is profitable.

Second category is free for non-commercial use and has guaranteed to work properly.
I will give it 3 point. Though it can not be modified, I consider this category for 3
point as it has given a security to work successfully and it can be used freeware for
non commercial use.

The third one is free software, it can redistribute or modified under the condition of
GNU public license. I will give it 2 point, which means it is second in priority base.
In this case we get the software free but they don't give warranty about the software
to work properly. As it has an advantage to modify the software by a user, the
inventor cannot give the guarantee for its performance after modified.

The last one is payable, that means not free software, not permitted to modi/)', reverse
assemble, decompile or reverse engineer the software. I will give it I point, as I have
to pay for the software. If I have other way to fulfill my demand by the free software,
] will never pay for it.

2. GUI

In this case I found two categories. Some has graphical user interface (GU!) and some
has not. Thus I say yes which has GU] and make it ], as GUI makes users easy to
understand about the current status of network system. On the other hand I consider 0
for no, I said no for those which have no GU!.

3. Platform

This report based on the network monitoring tools for Linux. So, for this case I will
give an outstanding point and it will be 1.

4. Programming language
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For this variable I will also consider it as a constant point I. My selected tools were
Linux based, so programming language on which the software's are built up, are
compatible with the platform.

5. Popularity

For this variable I found three categories, high, medium and low. For highest
popularity I will make it 3, as it is used highly, work properly, bug free, so I give it
highest priority.

For medium popularity I will give it 2 point, as it has some bugs, which still can not
be freed.

Thirdly for lowest popularity I will give it I.

6. Version

In this case I will give I, which has version number above 1.0 and 0, for those which
are below 1.0. Because most of the software which are below 1.0 are beta version,
that means those are not matured enough and they are given for trial.

7. Installation

For this variable I found three categories, which are difficult, medium difficulties and
easy.

For difficult installation I will marks it lout of3.
For medium difficulties installation I will marks it 2 out of 3.
For easy of installation I will marks it 3 out of 3.
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Now I will add the point for each tool and compare them with the evaluating model to evaluate overall
performance.

Name of Big KSniffe
RRD Visual

the nPuIse Scotty Brow Mon NOCOL iZest
Brother

ntop Pulse
variables

r se

Availability CJDr=JD 2 2 Q 2 I I
. .

GUI I 0 I I I I 0 II 0 l[Q]ceJl 0 IceJ I

Platform I I I 1 I I I II I II I II 1 II I II I I I

ProgrammiD [J[llJ[Jlng I 1 I

Language

Popularity I 3 I 2 3 I 2 II 2 II 2 II I IL2 II I I 2

Version LI_:Jl 0 II 0 I I I [Q]ceJl 1 IceJ I

Installation c=JDr=J0 2 DDr=JD 3

Total I 1 II 10 II II 7 9 9 II II 9 II 8 10

Table - 3.11.2: Points of performance analysis
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From the figure 3.11.1 we see that Big Brother, Ksniffer and ntop has the highest points.
Others are corning next. So if I have given a choice to select the top three tools, I will
give my vote to Big Brother, Ksniffer and ntop through my own observation.

oBig Brother
.nPulse
oKSniffer
oScotty
.RRDBrowse
OMan
.ntop
oNOCOL
.iZest
• VisualPulse

Figure - 3.11.1 Performance analysis model through total points

Total

4

8

6

2

12

o

10



Chapter 4
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Conclusion

This report on "Review and Comparative study of Network Monitoring Tools in
Linux" was my partial requirement of my Post Graduate Diploma in Information and
Communication Technology [PGDlT). In this report I had some objectives. My first
objective was to know about the performance of networking tools. For this I go to the
web site www.freshmeat.net for searching network monitoring software and there I found
89 projects of monitoring tools including network monitoring tools.

My second objective was to select the network tools in which I had to work on. In this
case on the web site www.freshmeat.netIgave my query on the basis of popularity. Then
I look at their maturity, here I select those whose version were above 1.0, at that time I
also observe that among them some had version below 1.0, but they had Graphical User
Interface (GUI) and some had extra ordinary feature than others. In this way I did my
selection.

My third objective was to install each of the software and find out the difficulties during
installation. For this I download the installation files which were in tar form from their
respective home page, then untar it and read the README file for instructions.
Sometime the instructions were given in the INSTALL file. By following those
instructions I install them and made my decision. To collect these data I have to browse
different web sites. I didn't get it in one site.

My fourth objective was to build up a comparative table on my data. In this case I take
seven variables to compare. The variables are availability, GUI, platform, prq,'Tamming
language, popularity, version and installation. After that I develop the performance.
analysis model through point system. In this way I had got three types of software's,
which scored high. The first one is Big Brother, which got a points. Then I said it best.
The second highest point is II. Two tools named Ksniffer and ntop jointly got the point.
So I took these two in second positions.

Big Brother monitors system and network services. While Big Brother is quite
sophisticated and customizable, its reporting concept is simplicity itself: green is good,
red is bad. Not only are specific items marked by green or red icons, the status page
background color also changes to h'Teenor red.
Big Brother operates in real time. It displays the information in both HTML and WML,
for display on Web pages, and on WAP-enabled devices, such as wireless phones and
PDAs. It uses standard client-server architecture, for networks or single machines. To
monitor a single machine simply install the server and client components on the same
machine. Use it to monitor CPU status, disk quotas, services, databases- it even comes
with a hook for MRTG, Multi-Router Traffic Grapher, for monitoring bandwidth. One
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very nice use for BB is monitoring your Service Level Agreements - you'll see quickly if
they are not being kept, and have the data to prove it.

Out of the box, Big Brother supports a wide range of testing and reporting, it also
supports creating additional plug-ins, written in the language of your choice. It supports
email paging, alpha-numeric paging, or even written in the language of your choice.

The second one is KSniffer. It is a network statistics collector. It allows a user to watch
all network traffic over any network interfaces connected to the host machine. It supports
most TCP/IP protocols, (TCP, IP, UDP, ICMP, ARP, RARP as well as minimal IPX).
Also collects the # of packets, and # of bytes for each protocol. It also displays the
activity in terms of kbits/sec, kbytes/sec and packets/sec. KSniffer also lets you watch
port specific traffic for monitoring things like http, ftp, telnet, etc. traffic.

Finally ntop is a network traffic probe that shows the network usage, similar to what the
popular top Unix command does. ntop is based on libcap and it has been written in a
portable way in order to virtually run on every Unix platform and on Win32 as well.

ntop comes with two applications:

• the 'classical' ntop that sports an embedded web server

• intop (interactive ntop) is basically a network shell based on the ntop engine.

ntop users can use a a web browser (e.g. netscape) to navigate through ntop (that acts as a
web server) traffic information and get a dump of the network status. In the latter case,
ntop can be seen as a simple RMON-like agent with an embedded web interface. The use
of:

• a web interface

• limited configuration and administration via the web interface

• reduced CPU and memory usage (they vary according to network size and traffic)

make ntop easy to use and suitable for monitoring various kind of networks

After above discussion as for network security, portability, bandwidth utilization and so
many different reasons a network administrator need to monitor network devices, and the
network monitoring tools help administrators to monitor network easy. I try to discuss
about the tools in my report and give necessary information here
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Recommendations

.• For monitoring network devices monitoring tools are needed

.• It helps administrators to do their job easy

.• It keeps network secured

.• Monitoring network activity is a good starting point for discovering security
problems and misbehaviors.

..• I choose them for their performance
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